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File Updates Under Random/Arbitrary Insertions
And Deletions

Qiwen Wang, Viveck Cadambe, Sidharth Jaggi, Moshe Schwartz, and Muriel Médard

Abstract

A client/encoder edits a file, as modeled by an insertion-deletion (InDel) process. An old copy of the file is stored remotely
at a data-centre/decoder, and is also available to the client. We consider the problem of throughput- and computationally-efficient
communication from the client to the data-centre, to enablethe server to update its copy to the newly edited file. We studytwo
models for the source files/edit patterns: the random pre-edit sequence left-to-right random InDel (RPES-LtRRID) process, and
the arbitrary pre-edit sequence arbitrary InDel (APES-AID) process. In both models, we consider the regime in which thenumber
of insertions/deletions is a small (but constant) fractionof the original file. For both models we prove information-theoretic lower
bounds on the best possible compression rates that enable file updates. Conversely, our compression algorithms usedynamic
programming (DP)and entropy coding, and achieve rates that are approximately optimal.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As the paradigm of cloud computing becomes pervasive, storing and transmitting files and their edited versions consumesa
huge amount of resources (storage, bandwidth, computation) in client-datacentre channels, and intra-datacentre traffic. Industrial
projections [1] predict the size of the digital universe will expand exponentially to 40 zetabytes (ZB) in 2020. By then,nearly
40 % of information will be “touched” by cloud computing [1].

If a file is “lightly edited”, storing and transmitting the entire new file from clients to servers wastes a significant amount
of space and bandwidth. Scenarios in which the number of edits is a small fraction of the original file are very common in
real-life editing behaviour. For example, data-backup systems such as Dropbox and Time Machine keep regular snapshotsof
users’ files. In revision-control software such as CVS, Git and Mercurial, users (programmers) are likely to periodically commit
and store their code after a small number of edits. Currently, many online-backup services usedelta encoding(also known
asdelta compression), and only upload the edited pieces of files [2]–[4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing
techniques provide information-theoretically optimal compression guarantees, and indeed this is the primary contribution of
our work.

There are potentially many other types of edits besides symbol insertions and deletions (for instance block insertions/deletion,
substitutions, transpositions, copy-paste, crop,etc. – these and other edit models have been considered in, among other
works, [5]–[10]). Since these other edit models are in general a combination of symbol insertions and deletions, we focus on
the “base case” of symbol insertions-deletions.1

A. Our work/contributions

In this work, we study the problem of one-way communication of file updates to a data-centre. The client (henceforth called
the encoder) has a fileX (henceforth called the pre-edit source sequence) drawn from some distribution, and edits it according
to some process – we shortly describe both the source and the edit process in more detail – to generate the new fileY.
The encoder has both the old fileX and the edited version of the fileY.2 The encoder transmits a function ofX,Y to the
data-centre (henceforth called the decoder). The pre-editsource sequenceX is available at the decoder as side-information.
The goal of communication is for the decoder to reconstructY. A “good” communication scheme manages to achieve this
while requiring minimal communication from the encoder to the decoder.3

We now discuss the pre-edit source sequence, and the edit process. There are many possible combinations of different
pre-edit source sequence processes, and edit processes. Some of those that have been studied in the literature include:arbitrary
input processes [9], [11], random input processes [10], [12]–[14], (partial) permutations [5], duplications [15]; random edit
processes [9]–[13], Markov edit processes [14].

In this work, we consider two models. In the Random Pre-Edit Sequence, Left-to-Right Random InDel (RPES-LtRRID)
process, a file is modeled as a sequence of symbols drawn i.i.d. uniformly at random from an alphabetA. The new file is
obtained from the old file through aleft-to-right random InDel process, which is modeled as a Markov chain of three states: the
“insert symbol” state, the “delete symbol” state, and the “no-operation” state. Roughly speaking, these three states correspond

1A caveat here – as is common in the literature, we characterize the compression performance of our file update scheme in terms of the number of symbols
inserted and deleted. However, explicitly modeling other common user operations can lead to different schemes and possibly better compression performance
in practice.

2The encoder may actually ALSO have access to the actual edit process, but as we shall see this doesn’t necessarily help in our problem.
3Several authors have considered the ”interactive communication” version of the problem, in which the encoder and decoder communicate in multiple

rounds. While tis is an interesting problem in its own right,we choose to focus on the relating less explored one-way communication problem, since as we
show, there is little throughput penalty with such a restriction.
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[17]O93

Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
2 Arb Arb Ins,Del,etc. O(n) Y

R O(en)
0

(1 + ǫ + δ)H( ǫ+δ
1+ǫ+δ )n+O(log n) Upper bound on total

# of ins & del,
(X,Y) balanced pair

*only for edits
not changing runs

Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc→ Dec
D - (ǫ+ δ)n log (1 + ǫ+ δ)n+ o(n logn)*

Enc⇐ {X,Y} Dec⇐ Y

Enc→ Dec
D O(n2) (ǫ + δ)n[log ((1 + ǫ+ δ)n) + 2]

[7]OV01
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
2 Arb Arb Ins,Del,etc. O(n) N - O(n logn) ε

2(ǫ+ δ)n logn(2 logn+
log logn+ log (ǫ+ δ)− logPe )

Theoretical upper bd
(ǫ + δ)n logn

[6]CPC+00
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
|A| Arb Arb Ins,Del,Sub O(n) Y R O(n logn) ε Θ((ǫ + δ)n log2 n) LZ distance, block edits

[11]VZR10
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
2

Arb Ran Ins,Del o( n
logn ) - D O(n) ε

O((ǫn + δn)n logn)
build on VT code [18]

|A| O((log |A|)(ǫn + δn)n logn)

[9]VSR13
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
2

Arb Ran Ins,Del,Sub o(n) - D O(n) ε
Θ((ǫn + δn)

2/3n logn)

|A| Θ((log |A|)(ǫn + δn)
2/3n logn)

[12]YD12
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
2 Ran Ran Del O(n) - D O(n4) ε O((−δ log δ)n)

[13]BD13
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc ⇋ Dec
|A| Ran Ran Ins,Del O(n) - D - ε O((−(ǫ + δ) log (ǫ+ δ))n) A can be non-uniform

[14]MRT11
Enc⇐ X Dec⇐ Y

Enc→ Dec
2 Ran Markov Del O(n) Y - - ε

(−δ log δ + δ(log 2e− 1.29)
+O(δ2−τ ))n

In 4 Ran is a special
case of Markov

[10]MRT12
Enc⇐ {X,Y} Dec⇐ Y

Enc→ Dec
2 Ran Ran Ins,Del,Sub O(n) N D O(n2) 0

( lim
n→∞

H(X|Y)/n+

O(max(ǫ, δ)2−τ ))n

This work
Enc⇐ {X,Y} Dec⇐ X

Enc→ Dec
|A|

Arb Arb Ins,Del O(n) Y D O(n2) 0
(H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|

+λA · ǫ
2)n

Ran Ran Ins,Del O(n) Y D O(n2) ε
(H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|

+λR ·max(ǫ, δ)2−τ(ǫ,δ))n

Table 1: (Related work) The content of each column is as follows –1 Two aspects of each communication model are shown here. The
first aspect concerns what information is available to whichparty. Depending on the specific model considered, either the original file (the
pre-edit source sequence)X, or the new file (the post-edit source sequence)Y, or both may be available at the encoder and the decoder. The
second aspect considered is whether interactive/two-way transmissions between the encoder and decoder are allowed, or only the encoder
is allowed to transmit (one-way communication).2 The size of the source alphabet –2 denotes a binary source alphabet, and|A| denotes
a general alphabet.3 ‘Arb’ represents an arbitrary (“worst-case”) pre-edit source sequence; ‘Ran’ represents the pre-edit sequences drawn
i.i.d. from the alphabet.4 ‘Arb’ represents the positions and contents of the edits being arbitrary; ‘Ran’ represents random positions and
contents of edits; ‘Markov’ represents the edit process being a Markov chain.5 Here ‘Ins’,‘Del’ and ‘Sub’ respectively represent insertion,
deletion and substitution edit operations.6 Upper bounds on the number of edits in each work, as a functionof n (length of the pre-edit
source sequenceX). 7 Whether an explicit information-theoretical lower bound is presented, where ‘Y’ and ‘N’ stands for ‘Yes’ and ‘No’
respectively, and ‘-’ for the case where the number of edits is o(n) or within a factor of order-optimal lower bounds in some two-way
communication models.8 Whether the algorithm is deterministic (‘D’) or random (‘R’). 9 The complexity of the algorithm, as a function
of n (length of the pre-edit source sequenceX). 10 Whether the algorithm has “small” error –ε-error, or zero error.11 The number of bits
transmitted. In our notation,ε stands for the fraction (ofn) of insertions, andδ for the fraction of deletions. In [9], [11]–[13], the fractions
of insertions and deletions vanish withn, hence the corresponding variables are denotedǫn andδn. 12 This column has additional remarks
on specific works.

to the cursor moving “from left to right”, and at each point, either a uniformly random symbol is inserted, the symbol at
the cursor is deleted, or the cursor jumps ahead without changing the previous symbol. This model attempts to capture a
”one-pass/streaming” edit process.4

We also study an Arbitrary Pre-Edit Sequence, Arbitrary InDel (APES-AID) process. In this model, the old file is modeled
as an arbitrary sequence over an arbitrary alphabetA. The post-edit source sequenceY is generated from the pre-edit source
sequenceX through anarbitrary/“worst-case” InDel process– we require that the number of edit operations is at most a
small (but possibly constant) fraction of the file lengthn. The sequence of edits (insertions and deletions) is arbitrary up to an
upper bound on the total number, occurs in arbitrary positions, and inserts arbitrary symbols fromA for edits corresponding
to insertions. Both these models are described formally in Section II-B.

In both our models, we consider arbitrary alphabet sizes. Wefirst prove information-theoretic lower bounds on the
compression rate needed so that the decoder is able to reconstructY for both models. To do so we build non-trivially on recent
work on the deletion channel [16] in the random pre-edit sequence/edit model (see Theorem 8), and provide a combinatorial
argument in the arbitrary pre-edit source/edit model (see Theorem 9). We then design “universal” computationally-efficient
achievability schemes based on dynamic programming (DP) and entropy coding (see Theorems 10 & 11). The compression
rate achieved by the DP scheme is an explicitly computable additive term away from the lower bound for almost all alphabet-
sizes5, and number of edits. In the regime wherein the number of edits is a small (but possibly constant) fraction of the length
of X and the alphabet size is large, this term is small (details inSection IV-B).

4More general/realistic sources/Markov edit-processes are the subject of our ongoing research.
5In the random source/edit model, we actually have no restriction on the alphabet-size; in the arbitrary source/edit model, for technical reasons, our bounds

hold only for alphabets of size at least 3.
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B. Related work

Various models of the file-synchronization problem have been considered in the literature – see Table1 for a summary.
Our work here differs from each of those works in significant ways. For instance, in our model the encoder knows both files,
hence we design one-way communication protocols (rather than the multi-round protocols required in the models where the
encoder and the decoder each has one version of the file as in [6], [7], [9], [11]–[13]); hence our protocols are information-
theoretically near-optimal (however for two-way communication model, computationally efficient schemes which achieve rates
with constant factors to the lower bounds are already challenging). The one-way communication model studied in [10], [14] is
the closest to our RPES-LtRRID model. For the information-theoretical lower bound, we differ from [14] by considering both
insertions and deletions, and arbitrary alphabet. The achievability scheme in [10] matches the lower bound up to first order
term for the random source/edit model, whereas our scheme is“universal” for both RPES-LtRRID and APES-AID models in
our work. The literature on insertion/deletion channels and error-correcting codes is also quite closely related – indeed, we
borrow significantly from techniques in [16], [19], [20].

There are two lines of related work. In file synchronization problem, the encoder knowsX and the decoder knowsY. The
purpose is to let the decoder learnX (the encoder may or may not learnY) through communication (either two-way or one-
way). In our file update problem, the encoder knows bothX andY, the decoder knowsX. The purpose is to let the decoder
learn Y by one-way communication. In [9], an interactive synchronization algorithm was introduced which correctso(n)
random insertions, deletions and substitutions in binary alphabet, wheren represents the file size. This is adapted from their
previous work [11] which correctso(n/logn) insertions and deletions. Their algorithm was used as a component in [12] where
the synchronization algorithm corrects a small constant fraction of deletions over the binary alphabet, and in [13] wherein the
algorithm synchronized insertions and deletions under non-binary non-uniform source. A one-way file synchronizationmodel
was studied in [14] with Markov deletions in binary alphabet, in which an optimal rate in an information theoretic expression
was proved. In [10], a one-way file synchronization algorithm was introduced (with both versions available at the encoder)
that synchronizes random insertions, deletions and substitutions over the binary alphabet.

In the insertion/deletion channel problem, the channel model there can be the same as our InDel process (there are many
different ways to model the stochastic insertions/deletions in both problems). The purposes are different. In insertion/deletion
channels, one need to choose the input distribution to maximize the channel capacitymaxp(X) I(X;Y) = maxp(X) H(Y)−
H(Y|X). In file updating problem, the input distribution is given (arbitrary and random in this paper). The purpose is to
find the minimum amount of information Enc need to send to Decminp(Y|X) H(Y|X), where the probabilityp(Y|X) is
determined by the InDel process.

II. M ODEL

A. Notational Convention

In this work, our notational conventions are as follows. We denote scalars by lowercase nonboldface nonitalic symbols such
asc. We use uppercase nonboldface symbols such asX to denote random variables, and lowercase nonboldface symbols such as
x to denote instantiations of those random variables. We denote vectors (sequences) of random variables or their instantiations
by boldface symbols, for example,X andx are vectors of random variableX and its instantiationsx respectively. We also
denote matrices by uppercase boldface symbols. For example, anm by n matrix is denoted byMm×n, and when there is no
ambiguity we abbreviate it by dropping the dimensions, suchasM. An n by n identity matrix is denoted byIn. We denote
sets by calligraphic symbols, such asS. The length of a vectorX is denoted by|X|. The cardinality of a setS is denoted by
|S|. We denote standard binary entropy byH(·), that is,H(p) = −p log p− (1− p) log (1 − p). All logorithms are binary.

B. Edit Process

1) Random Pre-Edit Sequence Left-to-Right Random InDel (RPES-LtRRID) Process:As noted in the introduction, many
different stochastic models for source sequences and edit processes have been considered in the literature. In this work, we
study aRPES-LtRRIDprocess as shown in Fig. 1, which is motivated by the Markov deletion model in [14]. It is an i.i.d.
insertion-deletion process, a special case of a more general left-to-right Markov InDel process as shown in Fig. 2. Our results
should in general translate over to other stochastic modelsas well in the regime wherein there are a small number of insertions
and deletions. But for the sake of concreteness, we focus on the i.i.d. left-to-right random InDel process.

• Pre-edit source sequence (PreESS): The source initially has apre-edit source sequencēX = (X̄1, X̄2, . . . , X̄n), a length-
n sequence of symbols drawn i.i.d. uniformly at random from the source alphabetA = {0, . . . , a−1}. Finally, we append
an end of filesymbolX̄n+1 = eof to the end ofX̄. We denote the distribution of the pre-edit source sequenceby p(X̄).

• InDel process: As shown in Fig. 1, the InDel process is a Markov Chain with three states as defined in the following:

– the “insertion state”̄ι: insert (write) a symbol uniformly drawn fromA;
– the “deletion state”∆̄: read one symbol rightwards in the pre-edit source sequenceX̄, and delete the symbol;
– the “no-operation state”̄η: read one symbol rightwards in the pre-edit source sequenceX̄, and do nothing.
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ῑ ∆̄

η̄

ǫ

ǫ

ǫ

δ
δ

δ

1− ǫ− δ

1− ǫ− δ

1− ǫ− δ

Fig. 1: Left-to-Right Random InDel (LtRRID)process: Starting in front of the first symbol of̄X, at each step, the process inserts a symbol
uniformly drawn fromA with probability ǫ, reads one symbol rightwards and deletes it with probability δ, reads one symbol rightwards and
does nothing with probability1− ǫ − δ. Note that an inserted symbol is never deleted in this process. In contrast, a deleted symbol might
be inserted back right away, with probabilityǫ 1

|A|
. The process stops when it reaches the end of fileX̄n+1 = eof.

The edit process starts in front of̄X1 and ends when it reaches the end of filēXn+1 = eof. This means that in our
model, the total number of deletions plus no-operations equals exactlyn. In addition there are a potentially unbounded
number of insertions (though in our model the expected number of insertions in bounded).6 The number of deletions and
insertions are random variablesKD andKI respectively. We describe theedit patternof the InDel process by a pair of
sequences̄E = (Ōn+KI , C̄KI ), where the edit operation pattern is̄On+KI ∈ {ῑ, ∆̄, η̄}n+KI and the insertion content
is C̄KI ∈ AKI . The random(ǫ, δ)-InDel processis an i.i.d. insertion-deletion process withP (ῑ) = ǫ, P (∆̄) = δ, and
P (η̄) = 1− ǫ− δ.

• Post-edit source sequence (PosESS): Thepost-edit source sequencēY = Ȳ(X̄, Ē) is a sequence obtained from̄X through
the InDel process̄E = (Ōn+KI , C̄KI ).

• Post-edit set: Given any PreESS̄X, any PosESS̄Y in A∗ (any sequence overA of any length) might be in its post-edit
set, albeit with possibly “very small” probability. In fact, for any X̄ and Ȳ, there may be multiple edit patterns that
generateȲ from X̄. We usep(Ȳ|X̄) to denote the probability that the output of the random left-to-right InDel process
generates̄Y from X̄ (via any edit pattern).

• Runs:We use the usual definition (see, for example [21]) of arun being a maximal block of contiguous identical symbols.
Since we shall be interested in runs of several different sequences, to avoid confusion about the parent sequence we use
S-run to denote a run in a sequenceS.

ῑ ∆̄

η̄

1− α1 − α6

α2

α5

α1

1− α2 − α3

α4

α3

1− α4 − α5

α6

Fig. 2: General Left-to-Right Markov InDel (GLtRMID)process: a general three-state Markov Chain where transitions between any of the
three states can happen with general probabilities. This results in an InDel process with unit memory. However, the block lengths of insertions
and deletions are still geometrically distributed. This model is a subject of our ongoing research.

2) Arbitrary Pre-Edit Sequence Arbitrary InDel (APES-AID)Process:

• Pre-edit source sequence (PreESS): The source initially has apre-edit source sequenceX = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn), an
arbitrary length-n sequence inAn.

• InDel process: The InDel processconsists of a sequence ofarbitrary InDel editsE = (E1, E2, . . . , Ek), wherek denotes
the number of edits. For notational convenience we also useX0 to denoteX, andXj to denote the sequence obtained
from X0 after the firstj edits (E1, . . . , Ej) for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k. An arbitrary InDel editEj = (P j , Oj , Cj) consists
of three parameters:

6Note that in our model a symbol that is inserted cannot be deleted, since the “cursor” moves on after inserting a symbol. This is just one of many possible
stochastic InDel processes – we choose to work with this model since it makes notation more convenient – we believe similar results can be obtained for a
variety of related stochastic InDel processes.
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– the position of thecursorP j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , |Xj−1|}, which is the positions between symbols (including in frontof
the first symbol and behind the last symbol) in thecurrent sequenceXj−1;

– the edit operationOj ∈ {ι,∆}, whereι indicates that the edit operation is inserting at the cursorposition, and∆
indicates that the edit operation is deleting the symbol in front of the cursor ( whenP j = 0, the edit operation can
only be an insertion, that is,Oj = ι );

– the content of insertionCj ∈ A ∪ {nop}, which is an arbitrary symbol fromA if the edit operation is an insertion,
and “nop” if the edit operation is a deletion.

The sequence obtained fromXj−1 after thejth arbitrary InDel editEj is a function ofXj−1 andEj , and is denoted by
Xj = Xj(Xj−1, Ej). The edit process defined as above is anarbitrary InDel process. If the edit process subjects to the
constraint that there are at mostǫn insertions andδn deletions, it is called anarbitrary (ǫ, δ)-InDel process. (Since the
sequence length keeps changing, for clarity, the parameters are with respect to the length of the pre-edit source sequence.)
Two special cases are thearbitrary ǫ-insertion process(equivalently an arbitrary(ǫ, 0)-InDel process), and thearbitrary
δ-deletion process(equivalently an arbitrary(0, δ)-InDel process).

• Post-edit source sequence (PosESS): A post-edit source sequence, denoted byY = Y(X,E), is the sequence obtained
from X through an arbitrary InDel processE = {E1, . . . , Ek}. If the InDel process is subject to an(ǫ, δ)-constraint, the
post-edit source sequence is called an(ǫ, δ)-post-edit source sequence.

• (X, (ǫ, δ))-post-edit set: Let Yǫ,δ(X) denote the(X, (ǫ, δ))-post-edit set– the set of all sequences overA that may be
obtained fromX via the arbitrary(ǫ, δ)-InDel process.

• Runs:The same as defined in the RPES-LtRRID model, arun is a maximal block of contiguous identical symbols.
Remark: Note that in theAPES-AID process, the order of insertions and deletions in the edit process isin general arbitrary.

However, based on the following Fact 1, we can simplify the model by separating the insertions and deletions.

Fact 1. An arbitrary (ǫ, δ)-InDel process can be separated to an arbitraryδ-deletion process followed by an arbitraryǫ1−δ -
insertion process.

The proof of Fact 1 is provided in Appendix B.

C. Communication Model

The communication system is as shown in Fig. 3. We define the communication model for both RPES-LtRRID process and
APES-AID process. For clarity, we state the model for the RPES-LtRRID process, and repeat for the APES-AID process using
notation without bars.

Ȳ
¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ)¯Enc D̄ec

X̄InDel process

Ȳ
′

Fig. 3: Communication model: The source has both the random PreESSX̄ and the random PosESS̄Y, as discussed in Section II-B1. The
sequencēY is obtained fromX̄ through the random(ǫ, δ)-InDel process discussed in Section II-B1. The source encodes the source sequences
(X̄, Ȳ) into a transmission ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ) and sends it to the decoder through a noiseless channel. The arbitrary PreESSX̄ is available at the
decoder as side-information. The decoder receives¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ), and regenerates the arbitrary PosESSȲ

′ from ( ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ), X̄). Here the bar
superscript is used to denote the fact that the source sequences and edit process are as described in Section II-B1 ratherthan Section II-B2.
The communication model for the APES-AID model discussed inSection II-B2 is similar, except that the quantity{X̄, Ȳ, ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ), Ȳ′}
are replaced with{X,Y,Enc(X,Y),Y′}.

In theRPES-LtRRID processmodel, the source has both the PreESSX̄ and the PosESS̄Y. The PosESS̄Y is obtained from
the PreESs̄X through a random(ǫ, δ)-InDel process. The PreESS̄X and PosESS̄Y are encoded using anencoder ¯Enc. Its
output is possibly any non-negative integer̄Enc(X̄, Ȳ). Taking as inputs the transmission̄Enc(X̄, Ȳ) and the PreESS̄X, the
decoderDec reconstructs the PosESS̄Y asȲ′. The codeC̄ǫ,δn comprises the encoder-decoder pair(Enc,Dec). Theaverage rate
R̄ of the codeC̄ǫ,δn is the average number of bits transmitted by the encoder, defined as

∑

X̄∈An,Ȳ∈A∗ p(X̄, Ȳ) log | ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ)|.
A codeC̄ǫ,δn is “(1−Pe)-good” if theaverage probability of error, defined asPrX̄∈An,Ȳ∈A∗{(X̄, Ȳ) : D̄ec( ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ), X̄) 6=
Ȳ}, is less thanPe. A rate R̄ǫ,δ is said to beachievable on averageif for any Pe > 0 there is a code for sufficiently large
n such that it is(1 − Pe)-good. The infimum over (over alln and correspondinḡCǫ,δn ) of all achievable rates is called the
optimal average transmission rate, and is denoted̄R∗

ǫ,δ.
In the APES-AID processmodel, the source has both the PreESSX and the PosESSY. The PosESSY is obtained from

the PreESSX through an arbitrary(ǫ, δ)-InDel process. The PreESSX and PosESSY are encoded using anencoderEnc
into a transmissionEnc(X,Y) from the set{1, 2, . . . , 2nR}, whereR denotes therate of the encoderEnc. Taking as inputs
the transmissionEnc(X,Y) and the PreESSX, thedecoderDec reconstructs the PosESSY asY′. The codeCǫ,δn comprises
the encoder-decoder pair(Enc,Dec). A codeCǫ,δn is said to be “good” if for everyX in An andY in the (X, (ǫ, δ))-post-edit
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set, the decoder outputs the correct PosESS,i.e. Y′ = Y. A rateRǫ,δ is said to beachievableif for sufficiently largen there
exists a good code with rate at mostRǫ,δ. The infimum (over alln and correspondingCǫ,δn ) of all achievable rates is called
the optimal transmission rate, and is denotedR∗

ǫ,δ.
Remark: For the APES-AID process, we require zero-error for the source code. Because we can achieve this stringent

requirement without paying a penalty in our optimal achievable rate. Conversely, we allow “small” error in theRPES-LtRRID
process. Because it is necessary to allow for “atypical” source sequences and edit patterns.

III. L OWER BOUND

A. RPES-LtRRID Process

1) Proof Roadmap:Since the decoder already has access to the PreESSX̄, the entropy of ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ) merely needs to equal
H(Ȳ|X̄), the conditional entropy of the entire PosESS given the PreESS (see the details in Lemma 2). The challenge is to
characterize this conditional entropy in single-letter/computable form, rather than as a “complicated” function ofn – indeed the
same challenge is faced in providing information-theoretic converses foranyproblems in which information is processed and/or
communicated. For scenarios when the relationship fromX̄ to Ȳ corresponds to amemorylesschannel, standard techniques
often apply – unfortunately, this is not the case in our file update problem. We follow the lead of [16], which noted that for
InDel processes that are independent of the sequence being edited (as in our case), characterizingH(Ȳ|X̄) is equivalent to
characterizingH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ). (Recall thatĒ denotes the random variable corresponding to the edit pattern.) In fact H(Ȳ|X̄)
can be written asH(Ē) −H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ). This is because of the aforementioned independence between Ē and X̄, and the fact
that Ȳ is a deterministic function of̄X and Ē. We argue this formally in Lemma 3. The entropy of the edit patternsH(Ē)
equals exactly to the entropy of specifying the locations ofdeletions, and insertions and their contents (this is argued formally
in Lemma 4 below).7 Since multiple edit patterns can take a PreESSX̄ to a PosESS̄Y, the termH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) corresponds to
the uncertainty in the edit pattern given bothX̄ andȲ. The intuition is that disambiguating this uncertainty is useless for the
problem of file updating, hence this quantity is called “nature’s secret” in [14]. For instance, given̄X = 00000 andȲ = 000,
the decoder doesn’t know, nor does it need to know, which specific pattern of two deletions converted̄X to Ȳ; all the encoder
needs to communicate to the decoder is that there were two deletions. In general, if a symbol is deleted from a run or the
same symbol generating a run is inserted in the run (edits that shorten or lengthen runs in̄X), the encoder doesn’t need to
specify to the decoder the exact locations of deletions or insertions inX̄-runs.

However, characterizingH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) is still a non-trivial task, since it corresponds to an entropic quantity of “long sequences
with memory”. One challenge is that it is hard to align̄X-runs andȲ-runs. In other words, it’s in general difficult to tell
which run/runs inX̄ lead to a run inȲ (we call this run/runs in̄X the parent run/runsof the run inȲ [16]). We develop the
approach in [16]:

• We first carefully “perturb” the original edit pattern̄E to a typicalized edit pattern̂E (described in details below).
• We compute thetypicalized PosESŜY corresponding to operating the typicalized edit patternÊ on the PreESS̄X.
• We show via non-trivial case analysis and Lemma 6 that with a “small amount” (O(max(ǫ, δ)2n) bits) of additional

information,X̄ andŶ can be aligned.
• We show two implications of the above alignment: Lemma 6 provides a bound onH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ), and Lemma 7 shows that

H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) is “close” toH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ).
Pulling together the implications of the steps above enables us to characterizeH(Ȳ|X̄), up to “first order inǫ andδ”. We

summarize the steps of our proof in Fig. 4.

nR̄ǫ,δ ≥ H(Ȳ|X̄)
Lemma 3

= H(Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) = H(Ē)−H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) +H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) ≥ H(Ē)−H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)− 2H(ÊC)−H(A
X̄,Ŷ

)

Lemma 2 (Fano’s) Computed in Lemma 4

(Ē, X̄, Ȳ) (Ê, X̄, Ŷ)
Ê

C

(X̄, Ȳ) (X̄, Ŷ)
Ê

C , A
X̄,Ŷ

Bounded in Lemma 6
Bounded in Lemma 7

Fig. 4: Flowchart of the proof: The natural lower bound of theamount of information that the encoder needs to send to the decoder is given
by the conditional entropyH(Ȳ|X̄), which we show in Lemma 3 equals to the amount of information to describe the edit patternH(Ē)
subtracts an amount called “nature’s secret”H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ). We characterizeH(Ē) in Lemma 4. To characterize nature’s secretH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ),
we perturb the edit pattern̄E to a “typicalized” edit pattern̂E. We show in Lemma 7 that nature’s secretH(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) is within at most an
orderO(max (ǫ, δ)2) distance from the “typicalized nature’s secret”H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ), which we characterize in Lemma 6.

One major difference between our work and the analysis in [16] is that since we consider both insertions and deletions, our
case-analysis is significantly more intricate. Another difference is that we explicitly characterize our bounds for sequences over

7Recall in our left-to-right InDel model a symbol that is inserted will not be deleted. Even in other models, the reductionin the entropy ofĒ due to
interaction of insertions and deletions would be a multiplicative factor ofǫ × δ, which is a “higher-order/smaller” term than the terms we focus on in this
work, in the regime of smallǫ,δ.
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all (finite) alphabet sizes, whereas [16] concerned itself only with binary sequences. Also, besides the difference in models and
techniques, the underlying motivation differs. The authors of [16] focused on characterizing the capacity of deletionchannels
(and hence they could choose arbitrary subsets of PreESS). On the other hand we focus on the file update problem (and hence
our “channel input” PreESS̄X is drawn according to source statistics).

2) Proof Details: Recall in the InDel model (described in Section II-B1), the total number of deletions and no-operations
equalsn, with probability of an edit to be a deletion and to be a no-operation (conditioning on that the edit is not an insertion)
equals δ

1−ǫ and 1−ǫ−δ
1−ǫ respectively. Hence, the total number of deletionsKD follows a binomial distributionB(n, δ

1−ǫ ) with
mean δ

1−ǫn. Recall that in our model we allow insertions in front of the first symbol and after the last symbol – this is the
reason why the index of number of insertionsKI is parametrized by(n+ 1) rather thann in the following. The distribution
of the number of insertions in the beginning of the InDel process and after each deletion or no-operation isGeo0(1− ǫ), the
geometric distribution on the support of{0, 1, 2, . . .} with parameter(1 − ǫ) [22]. The InDel process stops when the total
number of deletions and no-operations isn. Hence,KI is the sum ofn+1 i.i.d. random variables whose distributions follow
Geo0(1− ǫ). On the other hand,KI is the number of insertions with probabilityǫ until n+ 1 deletions/no-operations occur,
which follows a negative binomial distributionNB(n+ 1; ǫ) with mean(n+ 1) ǫ

1−ǫ [22].
Throughout this section, because we deal with sequences with random lengths, we use Theorem 3 in [23] multiply times.

Hence we restate the theorem here as a preliminary for our later proofs.

Theorem 1. [23] [Theorem 3 (Determined Stopping Time)] A stopping timeN is said to be a determined stopping time for
the i.i.d. sequenceX1, X2, . . . if {N = n} ∈ σ(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) for all n = 1, 2, . . . , whereσ(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) is theσ-field
generated byX1, X2, . . . , Xn. Then, for a determined stopping timeN ,

H(XN) = E[N ]H(X1), (1)

whereXN ∈ A∗ denotes the randomly stopped sequence.

Lemma 2 (Converse). For the Random Pre-Edit Sequence Left-to-Right Random InDel (RPES-LtRRID) process, the achievable
rate R̄ǫ,δ is at leastH(Ȳ|X̄).

Proof: We firstly show a modified version of the conventional Fano’s inequalityH(Ȳ|Ȳ′) ≤ 1 + Pe log |Ȳ|. Because we
allow insertions in our model, the length of̄Y can be arbitrarily large as the block-lengthn grows without bound. Hence, the
upper bound on the termH(Ȳ|Ȳ′, Ȳ′ 6= Ȳ) ≤ log |Ȳ| in the proof of the conventional Fano’s inequality doesn’t work in our
problem. We modify the Fano’s inequality bound the term byH(Ȳ|Ȳ′, Ȳ′ 6= Ȳ) ≤ H(Ȳ). The PosESS̄Y is a sequence of
symbols drawn uniformly i.i.d. fromA, where its length(n −KD +KI) is a “determined stopping time” for the sequence.

Hence by Theorem 1,H(Ȳ) = (n−E[KD]+E[KI ]) log |A| =
(

1−δ
1−ǫn+ ǫ

1−ǫ

)

log |A|. Hence, our modified Fano’s inequality
is

H(Ȳ|X̄, ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ)) ≤ 1 + Pe

(

1− δ

1− ǫ
n+

ǫ

1− ǫ

)

log |A| ≤ nσn, (2)

whereσn → 0 asn→∞.
We have the following chain of inequalities,

nR̄ǫ,δ ≥ H( ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ))

≥ H( ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ)|X̄)

= H(Ȳ|X̄) +H( ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ)|X̄, Ȳ)−H(Ȳ|X̄, ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ))

(a)
= H(Ȳ|X̄)−H(Ȳ|X̄, ¯Enc(X̄, Ȳ))

(b)

≥ H(Ȳ|X̄)− nσn, (3)

where equality (a) holds since standard arguments show thatrandomized encoders do not help. Inequality (b) follows from
our modified Fano’s inequality as shown in Equation 2.

Dividing both sides of Equation 3 byn deduce our converse. �

Lemma 3. The conditional entropyH(Ȳ|X̄) equals the entropy of the edit patternH(Ē), less “nature’s secret”H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ),
i.e., H(Ȳ|X̄) = H(Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ).

Proof:

H(Ȳ|X̄)
(a)
= H(Ē|X̄) +H(Ȳ|X̄, Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)

(b)
= H(Ē) +H(Ȳ|X̄, Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)
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(c)
= H(Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ),

where (a) is from the Chain Rule; (b) is because the editsĒ are independent of the PreESS̄X, and (c) is because the PosESS
Ȳ is a deterministic function of(X̄, Ȳ). �

Lemma 4. limn→∞
1
nH(Ē) ≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ 2min(ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max(ǫ, δ)2)

Proof: Recall thatĒ = (Ōn+KI , C̄KI ), where Ōn+KI is an i.i.d. sequence withP (Ō1 = ῑ) = ǫ, P (Ō1 = ∆̄) = δ and
P (Ō1 = η̄) = 1− ǫ− δ. Hence,

H(Ō1) = −δ log δ − ǫ log ǫ− (1 − ǫ− δ) log (1− ǫ− δ)

= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + (1− δ) log (1 − δ) + (1− ǫ) log (1− ǫ)− (1 − ǫ− δ) log (1− ǫ− δ)

(a)
= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + (1 − δ)(log e)(−δ −

δ2

2
−O(δ3)) + (1− ǫ)(log e)(−ǫ−

ǫ2

2
−O(ǫ3))−

(1− δ − ǫ)(log e)[−(δ + ǫ)−
(δ + ǫ)2

2
−O((δ + ǫ)3)]

= H(δ) +H(ǫ)− ǫδ log e+O(max(ǫ, δ)3), (4)

where step (a) is by Taylor series expansion. Hence,

lim
n→∞

1

n
H(Ē) = lim

n→∞
1

n
[H(Ōn+KI ) +H(C̄KI |Ōn+KI )]

(a)
= lim

n→∞
1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +H(C̄KI |Ōn+KI )]

(b)
= lim

n→∞
1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +H(C̄KI |KI)]

= lim
n→∞

1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +

∞
∑

k=0

H(C̄KI |KI = k) Pr(KI = k)]

= lim
n→∞

1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +

∞
∑

k=0

H(Ck) Pr(KI = k)]

= lim
n→∞

1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +

∞
∑

k=0

kH(C1) Pr(KI = k)]

= lim
n→∞

1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) +H(C1)

∞
∑

k=0

kPr(KI = k)]

(c)
= lim

n→∞
1

n
[(n+ E[KI ])H(Ō1) + E[KI ]H(C1)]

(d)
= lim

n→∞
1

n

[

n+ ǫ

1 − ǫ
H(Ō1) + (n+ 1)

ǫ

1− ǫ
log |A|

]

=
1

1− ǫ
(H(Ō1) + ǫ log |A|)

(e)
=

1

1− ǫ

(

H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| − ǫδ log e+O(max(ǫ, δ)3)
)

(f)
= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| − ǫδ log δ − ǫ2 log ǫ+ (log e+ log |A|)ǫ2 +O(max(ǫ, δ)3)

≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ 2min(ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max(ǫ, δ)2),

where equality (a) is because by Theorem 3 in [23],n + KI is a “determined stopping time” for the i.i.d. edit sequence
Ō1, Ō2, . . . , henceH(Ōn+KI ) = (n + E[KI ])H(Ō1). Equality (b) is because given the edit operation sequenceŌn+KI ,
the insertion content sequencēCKI depends only on the number of insertionsKI .8 From equality (b) to equality (c) is by
expandingKI and noting thatC̄KI is a sequence of i.i.d. variables. Equality (d) is by Fact??(a) and noting that the content
of insertions are uniformly drawn from the alphabet. Equality (e) is by Equation 4. Equality (f) is by taking the Taylor series
expansion of 1

1−ǫ , H(δ) andH(ǫ). �

As discussed in Section III-A1 and Fig. 4, the next quantity we need to calculate/bound is the “nature’s secret”H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)
of the edit process. However, this quantity is in general difficult to calculate becausēX and Ȳ are unsynchronized. Hence

8Equivalently,H(C̄KI |Ōn+KI ) = H(C̄KI |Ōn+KI , KI) = H(C̄KI |KI) +H(Ōn+KI |C̄KI ,KI)−H(Ōn+KI |KI) = H(C̄KI |KI).
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we perturb the edit process̄E to a “typicalized edit process”̂E, for which an analogue of nature’s secretH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) can be
calculated (see Lemma 6 for details). We now formally define the typicalized edit procesŝE and some sequences that depend
on Ê:

Definition 1 (Typicalized edit process). The typicalized edit pattern̂E is determined from(X̄, Ē) by choosing a subset of the
edits in the original edit pattern̄E in the following way. The extended run [16] of a run in̄X includes the run and its two
neighbouring symbols, one on each side. Given(X̄, Ē), for all X̄-runs, count the number of edits per extended run.9 If there
is no more than one edit in the extended run, the edit pattern in this run is set to be the same in the typicalized edit pattern.
If there is more than one edit in the extended run, the typicalized edit patternÊ has no edits in that run, that is, thēX-run
and the correspondinĝY-run are identical.

Remark:
• Whether to eliminate the deletions of neighbouring symbolsor not is decided by checking the extended runs of the runs

they belong to. For example, for̄E : 0✁111✁223, there are two edits in the extended run01112 of the second run111,
hence the edit in the first run – the deletion of the left-most 1– is eliminated inÊ. The right-neighbour2 of the run111
belongs to the third run22, whose extended run1223 contains only one edit. Hence, the deletion of the right-neighbour
2 of the run111 is not eliminated inÊ. The typicalized edit pattern in this example isÊ : 0111✁223.

• An insertion that occurs at the boundary of two runs is contained in the extended runs of both the run at its left and the
run at its right. If there is more than one edit in at least one of the extended runs it belongs to, the insertion is eliminated
in Ê. For example, forĒ : 0111↓422✁3, in the extended run01112 there is only one edit – the insertion of4 in front of
the right-neighbour. However, in the extended run1223 there are two edits, the insertion of4 is eliminated inÊ. The last
symbol3 is the right-neighbour of the run22, hence its deletion is not eliminated in̂E. The typicalized edit pattern in
this example is011122✁3.

Denote the number of insertions and deletions in the typicalized edit procesŝE by K̂I and K̂D respectively. Since in our
model the way we define edit patterns ensures that the sum of the number of deletions and no-operations in any edit pattern
(including typicalized edit patterns) always equals exactly n, the length ofÊ equalsn+ K̂I .

Definition 2 (Typicalized PosESS). The typicalized PosESŜY is the post-edit source sequence obtained by operating the
typicalized edit pattern̂E on the PreESS̄X. The length ofŶ equalsn− K̂D + K̂I .

Definition 3 (Complement of the typicalized edit process). The complement of the typicalized edit processÊC =

(Ō
n+KI−K̂I , C̄

KI−K̂I ) is defined to specify the eliminated edits, whereŌ
n+KI−K̂I ∈ {−, ῑ, ∆̄}n+KI−K̂I specifies the positions

and operations of the eliminated edits and̄C
KI−K̂I ∈ AKI−K̂I specifies the contents of eliminated insertions.

Fig. 5 shows an example of all the sequences we define above. Wewill reuse this example later multiple times to explain
different concepts. Fig. 6 shows the dependencies of all thesequences we define above, and some internal random variables
we define and use in the later proofs.

We first show thatŶ-runs can be “mostly” aligned to the parent run/runs inX̄. The intuition is that sincēX-runs undergo
at most one edit in the typicalized edit process, for anyŶ-run, there are only a few possible cases for its parent run(runs),
and the corresponding length(lengths). There are only two events where the cases of the parent run-length intersect, which we
call the “ambiguous local alignment” events. An ambiguous local alignment event might be resolved by keeping aligning both
possible alignments, until for one alignment no typicalized edit pattern can convert̄X to Ŷ. Otherwise, both local alignments
are possible and results in different “global alignments”.Hence, one can align(X̄, Ŷ) in a left-to-right manner by checking
the lengths ofŶ-runs andX̄-runs, with the aid of some extra information indicating which global alignment it is. Fig. 8 gives
an example where an ambiguous local alignment is resolved byaligning further runs; Fig. 9 gives another example where
an ambiguous local alignment is not resolved hence leads to two possible global alignments. Once(X̄, Ŷ) are aligned, the
uncertainty of the typicalized edit pattern̂E only lies in the positions of insertions that lengthen runs (insertions of the same
symbol as in the run) and deletions within the runs where theyoccur.

For a length-l
Ŷ

Ŷ-run, its possible parent run/runs are categorized into thefollowing cases, as shown in Fig. 7 (in all cases
we give examples corresponding to the length-l

Ŷ
Ŷ-run being00000):

• Case 1:The parent run is a “single run” with lengthlX̄.

– Case 1.1 (1-parent-0-edit):No edit in the parent run, hencelX̄ = l
Ŷ

. Eg: 00000→ 00000.
– Case 1.2 (1-parent-1-ins):One insertion in the parent run, hencelX̄ = l

Ŷ
− 1. Eg: 00↓000→ 00000.

– Case 1.3 (1-parent-1-del):One deletion in the parent run, hencelX̄ = l
Ŷ
+ 1. Eg: 0000✁00→ 00000.

9Deletion of any symbol in the extended run (including deletion of either of the two symbols neighbouring thēX-run) adds one to the count. Insertion
of a symbol adds one to the count only if the insertion happensto the right of the left-neighbour of thēX-run, and to the left of the right-neighbour of the
X̄-run. Note that insertions that occur between two runs are therefore counted once in both̄X-runs, since they are in the extended run of eachX̄-run.
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length

X̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 n = 13

edits 0 0 ↓1 0 1 6 1 ↓4 6 1 1 6 2 2 3 2 3 ↓3 3

Ē η η ι1 η η ∆ ι4 ∆ η ∆ η η η η ι3 η n+KI = 16

Ȳ 0 0 1 0 1 4 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 n−KD +KI = 13

Ê
C − − − − ∆ ι

4
∆ − − − − − − − n+KI − K̂I = 14

Ê η η ι1 η η η η η ∆ η η η η ι3 η n+ K̂I = 15

Ŷ 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 n− K̂D + K̂I = 14

Fig. 5: Example of the defined file and edit sequences: The firstrow shows a lengthn = 13 PreESSX̄ sequence over the alphabet
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The second row shows in shorthand edits performed onX̄. The third row shows the corresponding edit patternĒ. As
defined in the model section, insertions are represented byῑ, deletions by∆̄, and no operations bȳη. Here, for the sake of brevity we abuse
notation by representing the contents of insertions as subscripts to the correspondinḡι, rather than as a separatēCKI . For instance in the
example in this figure, the operation of inserting a4 after the fifth symbol is represented byῑ4. Since there areKI = 3 insertions in the edit
sequence, the length of the edit sequenceĒ equalsn+3 = 16. The resulting PosESS sequenceȲ is shown in the fourth row. Note that̄X
has 6 runs –000, 1111, 22, 3, 2 and33 (single symbols distinct from their neighbors also count asruns). The corresponding extended runs
are respectively0001, 011112, 1223, 232, 323, and233. The number of edits in each of these runs is therefore respectively 1, 3, 1, 0, 0, 1,
and in the corresponding extended runs is 1, 4, 1, 0, 1, 1. Hence the only edits eliminated from̄E to getÊ are the three edits in the second
X̄-run (since the corresponding extendedX̄-run has 4 edits and by our definition typicalized edit patterns may only have at most one edit
per extended run). The “complement” of the edit process therefore has blanks− everywhere except in the locations corresponding to the
three edits in the second run of̄X, as shown in the fifth row. The sixth row shows the typicalizededit process (with all the edit operations
present inĒ, except those corresponding to the three in the second run ofX̄. Finally, the last row shows the resulting typicalized PreESS
Ŷ resulting from operatinĝE on X̄.

X̄ Ē

Ê

Ŷ

E
C

Eliminated edits

Â
X̄,Ŷ Global alignment

Example in Fig 5

Internal variables

in proof of
Lemma 5,6&7

Definition 1 (Typicalized edit process)
& Definition 2 (Typicalized PosESS)

Ȳ

Fig. 6: The dependency of all the sequences and internal random variables for the proofs.

• Case 2 (sub-parent):The parent run is a “sub-run” of a length-lX̄ run, that is, an insertion of a different symbol in the
middle of a parent run breaks it into two runs. In this case,lX̄ > l

Ŷ
. Eg: 00000↓1000→ 000001000. Moreover, the next

run in Ŷ after this length-l
Ŷ

Ŷ-run is also aligned to this̄X-run.
• Case 3 (multi-parent):There are2t+1 parentX̄-runs of thisŶ-run. Of these parent̄X-runs,t+1 runs (the odd-numbered

ones among the2t+ 1 X̄-runs) comprise of the same symbol (0, in this example) as the correspondingŶ-run, and are
of lengthsl1, . . . , lt+1 respectively (say). Interleaved among these are the even-numberedX̄-runs, comprising of just one
symbol each, that must be different from the symbols (0 in our example) that comprisêY. In this case, all the length-1
even-numbered̄X-runs get deleted and there is no edit in the othert+ 1 odd-numbered̄X-runs (of the same symbol as
in this Ŷ-run), hencel

Ŷ
=

∑t+1
j=1 lj and lX̄ = l1 < l

Ŷ
. Eg: 00✁100✁20→ 00000.

Noting the parent run/runs lengths in all the above cases andexamining the run lengths of̂Y andX̄ in a left-to-right manner,
the runs inŶ can be “almost” aligned to the parent run/runs inX̄, except for the following twoambiguous local alignment
events. We show later that with the help of some “small amount” additional informationH(A

X̄,Ŷ), (X̄, Ŷ) can be aligned.

• Ambiguous local alignment type-1Γ1 (lX̄ = l
Ŷ
− 1): Recall Case 3 (lX̄ < l

Ŷ
), whent = 1 andlX̄ = l1 = l

Ŷ
−1, l2 = 1,

the length of theX̄-run is the same as in Case 1.2 (lX̄ = l
Ŷ
− 1). Hence, when finding the length of the to-be-aligned

X̄-run for a length-l
Ŷ

Ŷ-run to bel
Ŷ
− 1, one cannot tell immediately whether it is Case 1.2 or Case 3.

• Ambiguous local alignment type-2Γ2 (lX̄ = l
Ŷ
+ 1): Recall Case 2 (lX̄ > l

Ŷ
), whenlX̄ = l

Ŷ
+1 and the insertion of a

different symbol occurs in front of the last symbol of theX̄-run, leading to a length-l Ŷ-run, the length of thēX-run is
the same as in Case 1.3 (lX̄ = l

Ŷ
+1). Hence, when finding the length of the to-be-alignedX̄-run for a length-l

Ŷ
Ŷ-run

to be l
Ŷ
+ 1, one can’t tell immediately whether it is Case 1.3 or Case 2.
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Ŷ-run 00000
length l

Ŷ
= 5

single parent run

sub-parent run 2t+ 1 parent runs

no edit

one insertion

one deletion

00000 00↓000 00006 00
l
X̂

= l
Ŷ

= 5 l
X̂

= l
Ŷ
− 1 = 4 l

X̂
= l

Ŷ
+ 1 = 6

00000↓100
l
X̂

= 7 > l
Ŷ

006 1006 20
l
X̂

= 2 < l
Ŷ

X̂-run
length

t ≥ 1

Fig. 7: Given aŶ-run (00000) with length l
Ŷ

, its parent run may be a single run, a sub-run, or several runs. Because there can be no more
than one edit in an extended run in the typicalized edit process, we can explicitly find the forms of the edits in different cases. If the parent
run is a single run with lengthlX̄, there may be no edit (lX̄ = l

Ŷ
); one insertion (lX̄ = l

Ŷ
− 1); or one deletion (lX̄ = l

Ŷ
+ 1). If the

parent run is a sub-run with lengthlX̄, there must be one and only one insertion in the parent run, which breaks the parent run into two
runs with lengthl

Ŷ
and lX̄ − l

Ŷ
. In this case,lX̄ > l

Ŷ
. If the parent runs are several runs where the length of the first run is lX̄, there

must be2t + 1 parent runs (t ≥ 1), where the odd-number runs are runs with symbols the same asthe Ŷ-run, and the even-number runs
are lenth-1 runs of symbols different from thêY-run. In this case,lX̄ < l

Ŷ
.

6 0 0 0 1
↓0
1 1 1 2 · · ·

0 0
↓1
0 1 1 1 1 2 · · ·

X̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

Ŷ 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3

Alignment 1:

Alignment 2:

Fig. 8: Ambiguity resolved: 1)There is an ambiguous local alignment type-2 event (lX̄ = l
Ŷ
+1) in aligning the firstX̄-run andŶ-run. The

first Ŷ-run (00) is of length2, and the firstX̄-run (000) to be aligned with thêY-run is of length3 – they are comprised of the same symbol
0. The edit in the firstX̄-run may be Case 1.3 (single-deletion) or Case 2 (single-insertion breaking thēX-run). We therefore examine the
next symbols inX̄ and Ŷ. 2)In fact, even if we examine the next one or two symbols inX̄ and Ŷ, the local ambiguity is not resolved.
The symbol after the first̂Y-run (00) is a 1, the same as the symbol after the firstX̄-run (000), which means Case 1.3 (single-deletion) is
possible. The second symbol after theŶ-run (00) is a 0, the same as the symbol the firstŶ-run (00) is comprised of, which means Case
2 (single-insertion breaking thēX-run) is possible. 3)Ambiguity is resolved by aligning the secondX̄-run to Ŷ. Alignment 1:This must
mean that a0 was inserted after the first1 in the secondX̄-run (1111), breaking it into two runs of1’s in Ŷ separated by a0 (respectively
the third to the eighth symbols in̂Y). This scenario is shown in the third line of the figure above.Since the second̄X-run had four1’s,
the resultingŶ-run have three more1’s, with no more edits (since it is a typicalized̂Y-run). However, there are four1’s in Ŷ after the
“inserted” 0. Hence, alignment 1 is not possible. Alignment 2:The first three runs in̂Y (0010) are aligned to the first̄X-run. The next
X̄-run andŶ-run to align both have four1’s, hence can be aligned correctly and unambiguously.

Note that the ambiguous local alignments might be resolved when aligning furtherX̄-runs andŶ-runs. Not all local
ambiguous alignments lead to different global alignments.The example in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show both the scenario when an
ambiguous local alignment is resolved later, and the scenario when an ambiguous local alignment leads to different global
alignments.

We formally define the global alignment (we sometimes call italignment for short) of a pair of PreESS and typicalized
PosESS(X̄, Ŷ), and also the partial alignment of their subsequences.

Definition 4 (Global Alignment). Let the number of runs in a typicalized PosESSŶ be denoted byρ
Ŷ

. The typicalized PosESS
Ŷ can then by decomposed intôY-runs as

Ŷ = Ŷ (1)Ŷ (2) . . . Ŷ (ρ
Ŷ
). (5)

We then dividēX into “segments that leads to correspondinĝY-runs” as

X̄ = X̄
Ŷ
(1)X̄

Ŷ
(2) . . . X̄

Ŷ
(ρ

Ŷ
). (6)

Note thatX̄
Ŷ
(i)’s are in general not runs of̄X. For any Ŷ (i) that is created by insertions, set the correspondingX̄

Ŷ
(i) to be

an empty runφ with length0. For anyX̄-run that is deleted and the two neighbouring runs of it on both sides are comprised
of different symbols, we force it to join the segment of its right neighbouring run. The alignment of̄X and Ŷ is defined by
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0 0
↓1

0 1 1 1 1 6 2 2 3 2 3
↓3
3

2
↓3

2 3 6 2 3 3

X̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

Ŷ 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3

Alignment 1:

Alignment 2:

Fig. 9: Ambiguity unresolved: The edits in both Alignment 1 and alignment 2 convertX̄ to Ŷ. The challenge therefore is to characterize
the probability of such local ambiguity being globally unresolvable. This is the thrust of Lemma 5.

the vector of the lengths of the segmentsX̄
Ŷ
(i)’s,

Â
X̄,Ŷ = (|X̄

Ŷ
(1)|, |X̄

Ŷ
(2)|, . . . , |X̄

Ŷ
(ρ

Ŷ
)|). (7)

Definition 5 (Partial alignment). For the subsequence of a typicalized PosESSŶ consisting of the firsti
Ŷ

runs
Ŷ (1)Ŷ (2) . . . Ŷ (i

Ŷ
) where i

Ŷ
≤ ρ

Ŷ
, suppose the segments ofX̄ that lead to theŶ-runs are X̄

Ŷ
(1)X̄

Ŷ
(2) . . . X̄

Ŷ
(i

Ŷ
).

The partial alignment of̄X and Ŷ upto “depth” i
Ŷ

is defined by the vector of the lengths of the segmentsX̄
Ŷ
(i)’s,

Â
i
Ŷ

X̄,Ŷ
= (|X̄

Ŷ
(1)|, |X̄

Ŷ
(2)|, . . . , |X̄

Ŷ
(i

Ŷ
)|). (8)

Recall that “nature’s secret” is the uncertainty of the editpattern given PreESS and PosESS. We now bound the “nature’s
secret” of the typicalized edit patternH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) from above byH(Ê, Â

X̄,Ŷ|X̄, Ŷ). We further bound the latter quantity from

above by the sum of the two terms: the uncertaintyH(Â
X̄,Ŷ) of the global alignment, and the uncertaintyH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ, Â

X̄,Ŷ)
of the typicalized edit pattern given the global alignment.

Lemma 5. limn→∞
1
nH(Â

X̄,Ŷ) ≤ O(max(ǫ, δ)2).

Proof: The intuition that the uncertaintyH(Â
X̄,Ŷ) of the global alignment is “small” is as follows. In any ambiguous local

alignment eventΓ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2, one of the two edit patterns has an insertion and the other has a deletion. Hence “locally” the
positions of the output̂Y by applying these two edit patterns tōX differ by a shift of two positions. If the matching procedure
described above in Fig. 10 keeps aligningX̄ w.r.t. Ŷ via both edit patterns, the ambiguity is still not resolved.That means
we can find at least two distinct typicalized edit sequences that convert two “similar” sections of̄X which differ by a shift of
two positions to the same section ofŶ. This means that some symbols (it turns out at least one out ofevery two neighbouring
symbols) in one section of̄X determine the values of other symbols within a short block. This is because of the property of
typicalized edits that “not too many” insertions or deletions (no contiguous insertions/deletions) can happen in a short block.
Hence averaging over̄X, the probability that we need extra information to resolve ambiguous local alignments is “small”.

In the following, we boundH(Â
X̄,Ŷ) from above carefully. We first convert the uncertaintyH(A

X̄,Ŷ) averaging over

PreESSX̄ and typicalized PosESŜY, to the number of “splits” (ambiguous local alignments unresolved) averaging over the
PreESSX̄ and edit pattern̄E, as shown in Equation(9)–(14). Denote the number ofx̄-runs byρx̄. For i = 1, 2, . . . , ρx̄, define
the eventEi(x̄, ē) from the matching algorithm – after typicalizinḡe to ê and processinĝe on x̄, the ith x̄-run encounter an
ambiguous local alignment, and for the subsequence starting from the first symbol after theith run and ending at the symbol
before the next edit in̂e (we call the length of this block in̄x the “gap”), the ambiguous edit pattern at theith run can
obtain the samêy through some typical edits. IfEi(x̄, ē) does occur, it may cause a split on the path of alignment whereē
belongs to, in which case one bit is needed to distinguish between the two ambiguous edit pattern. Hence, the total number
of bits needed to distinguish the path/alignment associatewith ē from other paths splitting from it is bounded from above
by

∑ρx̄

i=1 1Ei(x̄,ē). For i = 1, 2, . . . , ρx̄, denote the length of theith x̄ -run by li. Conditioning on that an ambiguous local
alignmentΓ(i) occurs to theith x̄-run, and the “gap”g from the symbol after theith x̄-run until the symbol before the next
edit, the probabilityPr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg) only depend on̄x andg. We denote this probability averaged overX̄ by
Prg =

∑

x̄∈X̄ Pr(x̄) Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg) and boundPrg later through some case analysis.

H(Â
X̄,Ŷ)

(a)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ŷ∈Ŷ(x̄)
Pr(ŷ|x̄)H(Âx̄,ŷ) (9)

(b)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ŷ∈Ŷ(x̄)

(

∑

∀ē∈Ē,(x̄,ē)→ê→ŷ
Pr(ē)

)

H(Âx̄,ŷ) (10)
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Start

Read X̄, Ŷ

Break into runs:

X̄(1), . . . , X̄(ρX̄)

Ŷ (1), . . . , Ŷ (ρ
Ŷ
)

iX̄ = 1, i
Ŷ

= 1

X̄(iX̄), Ŷ (i
Ŷ
)

same symbol?

lX̄ = 0, l
Ŷ

= |Ŷ (i
Ŷ
)|

X̄(iX̄ − 1) = φ and iX̄ = iX̄ − 1

NO

lX̄ = |X̄(iX̄)|, l
Ŷ

= |Ŷ (i
Ŷ
)|

YES

Compare
lX̄, l

Ŷ

lX̄ = l
Ŷ

Case 1.1 (1-parent-0-edit):
Align Ŷ (i

Ŷ
) to X̄(iX̄) lX̄ > l

Ŷ

Case 3 (multi-parent):
Align Ŷ (i

Ŷ
) to X̄(iX̄), . . . , X̄(iX̄ + 2t)

iX̄ = iX̄ + 2t

lX̄ < l
Ŷ

lX̄ = l
Ŷ
+ 1 ?

Case 2 (sub-parent):
Align Ŷ (i

Ŷ
), Ŷ (i

Ŷ
+ 1), Ŷ (i

Ŷ
+ 2) to X̄(iX̄)

NO

i
Ŷ

= i
Ŷ
+ 2

YES

Case 1.3 (1-parent-1-del):
Align Ŷ (i

Ŷ
) to X̄(iX̄)

Case 2

Case 1.3

iX̄ = ρX̄ ?
or i

Ŷ
= ρ

Ŷ
?

YES

End

iX̄ = iX̄ + 1,
i
Ŷ

= i
Ŷ
+ 1

NO

YES

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
) = lX̄

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
) = l

Ŷ

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
+ 1) = 0

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
+ 2) = lX̄ − l

Ŷ

Ambiguous local alignment type-2:
Case 1.3 and Case 2 are both possi-
ble. Keep both ways of aligning the
current runs and try aligning fur-
ther runs with the algorithm until
a minimum distance – the “gap”,
where both alignments have seen at
least one edit in further runs.

One alignment ruled
out not satisfying the

“typical” edits
condition?

Which remains?

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
) = lX̄

Ambiguous local alignment not resolved.
Write one bit to B

X̄,Ŷ
to indicate two

different cases of aligning this run.
Keep both Case 1.3 and Case 2. (This
creates new dimension in A

X̄,Ŷ
, and also

creates new loops of the algorithm.)

lX̄ = l
Ŷ
− 1 ? NO

YES

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
) = l

Ŷ
+ t

NO

YES

Ambiguous local alignment type-1:
Case 1.2 and Case 3 are both possi-
ble. Keep both ways of aligning the
current runs and try aligning fur-
ther runs with the algorithm until
a minimum distance – the “gap”,
where both alignments have seen at
least one edit in further runs.

One alignment ruled
out not satisfying the

“typical” edits
condition?

Case 3

Case 1.2

Which remains?

Case 1.2 (1-parent-1-ins):
Align Ŷ (i

Ŷ
) to X̄(iX̄)

Â
X̄,Ŷ

(i
Ŷ
) = lX̄

Ambiguous local alignment not resolved.
Write one bit to B

X̄,Ŷ
to indicate two

different cases of aligning this run.
Keep both Case 1.2 and Case 3. (This
creates new dimension in A

X̄,Ŷ
, and also

creates new loops of the algorithm.)

Initiate Â
X̄,Ŷ

as an empty
binary tree with depth ρ

Ŷ
.

Set X̄(0) = φ to be an emp-
ty run with length 0.

|Ŷ (i
Ŷ
+ 1)| = 1 and NO

YES

l
Ŷ
+ |Ŷ (i

Ŷ
+ 2)| = lX̄ ?

∃t s.t.
∑t

k=0
|X̄(iX̄ + 2k)| = l

Ŷ
,

NO

YES

|X̄(iX̄ + 2k − 1)| = 1 ?
and for k = 1, . . . , t,

ERROR
Alignment failed. Erase this branch in
the tree Â

X̄,Ŷ
up to the node where the

last split appears. Ambiguous local align-
ment associates with the split resolved.

Fig. 10: The flowchart of thealign moduleto align X̄ and Ŷ : The module takes in̄X and Ŷ as inputs, and outputs all the possible
alignmentsÂ

X̄,Ŷ as a binary tree of depthρ
Ŷ

. Any path of the output tree of lengthρ
Ŷ

is a global alignment of(X̄, Ŷ) as defined in
Definition 4; any partial path starting from the root of the tree with lengthlP

Â
≤ ρ

Ŷ
is a partial alignment upto depthlP

Â
as defined

in Definition 5. In the process of aligning(X̄, Ŷ), when an ambiguous local alignment occurs, the process keeps both edit patterns and
continues aligning further runs with both alignments – thisleads to new loops of the algorithm and possible new branches(splits) on the
tree Â

X̄,Ŷ if the ambiguity is not resolved by aligning further runs.

(c)

≤
∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ŷ∈Ŷ(x̄)

(

∑

∀ē∈Ē,(x̄,ē)→ê→ŷ
Pr(ē)

)

∑

∀ pathP
Â
∈Âx̄,ŷ

∑

∀ê∈PÂ

∑

∀ē,(x̄,ē)→ê Pr(ē)
∑

∀ē∈Ē,(x̄,ē)→ê→ŷ Pr(ē)
·Nsplit(PÂ)

(11)
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(d)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ŷ∈Ŷ(x̄)

∑

∀ pathPÂ∈Âx̄,ŷ

(

∑

∀ê∈PÂ

∑

∀ē,(x̄,ē)→ê
Pr(ē)

)

·Nsplit(PÂ) (12)

(e)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ŷ∈Ŷ(x̄)

∑

∀ pathPÂ∈Âx̄,ŷ

∑

∀ê∈PÂ

∑

∀ē,(x̄,ē)→ê

(

Pr(ē) ·Nsplit(PÂ(x̄, ē))
)

(13)

(f)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ē∈Ē
Pr(ē) ·Nsplit(PÂ(x̄, ē)) (14)

(g)

≤
∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ē∈Ē
Pr(ē)

ρx̄
∑

i=1

1Ei(x̄,ē) (15)

(h)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ē∈Ē
Pr(ē)

ρx̄
∑

i=1

Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)) (16)

(i)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

∑

ē∈Ē
Pr(ē)

ρx̄
∑

i=1

∞
∑

g=1

Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg) Pr(Γ(i), longest gapg) (17)

(j)
=

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

ρx̄
∑

i=1

∞
∑

g=1

Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg)
(

∑

ē∈Ē
Pr(ē) Pr(Γ(i), longest gapg)

)

(18)

(k)

≤
∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄)

ρx̄
∑

i=1

∞
∑

g=1

Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg)(li + 1)max(ǫ, δ)2 (19)

(l)
= max(ǫ, δ)2

ρx̄
∑

i=1

(li + 1)
∞
∑

g=1

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄) Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg) (20)

(m)

≤ max(ǫ, δ)22n

∞
∑

g=1

∑

x̄∈X̄
Pr(x̄) Pr(Ei(x̄, ē)|Γ(i), longest gapg) (21)

= max(ǫ, δ)22n
∞
∑

g=1

Prg. (22)

In equality (a), the set̂Y(x̄) is obtained through typicalizing the set̄Y(x̄) – all the sequences̄y(x̄) that resulting from
processing any edit pattern̄E on x̄. In equality (b), we replacePr(ŷ|x̄) with the sum of the probabilities of all the edit patterns
such that after typicalizing with̄x and processing on̄x obtainsŷ. The inequality (c) follows by bounding the entropy of the
treeÂx̄,ŷ from above by the average of the number of splitsNsplit(PÂ) on all the paths. Note that a path of the treeÂx̄,ŷ is
a certain global alignment of(x̄, ŷ) – consisting of many typicalized edit patternê, the probability of which is the sum of the
probabilities of all thēe resulting inê after typicalizing. The equality (d) follows by directly canceling

∑

∀ē∈Ē,(x̄,ē)→ê→ŷ Pr(ē).

Equality (e) and (f) follows because by fixinḡx and ē, we fix a path on the treêAx̄,ŷ. Moreover, for all thēe’s which fixing
on the same path,Nsplit(PÂ(x̄, ē))’s equal.

In the following, we calculatePrg – conditioning on the occurrence of an ambiguous local alignment, the probability that
the ambiguity is not resolved by continuing the matching process until the gapg – by breaking into four cases based on the
type of the ambiguous local alignment and which edit is the edit that actual happens.Prg is the probability that averaging
over X̄ and Ê, the path on the treeA

X̄,Ŷ splits into two branches at a node.
• Ambiguous local alignmentΓ1 (lX̄ = l

Ŷ
− 1): W.l.o.g., assume the symbol in the run is0 and the subsequence ofX̄

starting from the run is0x1x2x3 . . . . The correspondinĝY-run to be aligned is00. There are two possibilities: 1) Case
Γ1(ῑ) – this possibility corresponds to an edit pattern resultingin 0↓0x1 · · · → 00x1 . . . with an insertion of0. 2) Case
Γ1(∆̄) – the other possibility corresponds to the edit pattern in which casex1 is deleted and0 combines withx2 resulting
in 00 in the corresponding locations in̂Y – 0✟✟x10x3 · · · → 00x3 . . . . In this casex2 must equal0. In other words, ifx2

is not0, this edit pattern is impossible and the ambiguity is resolved. Averaging overp(X̄), this happens with probability
1

|A| . Moreover, this edit pattern results in either0✟✟x10x3 · · · → 00x3 . . . (if x3 is not deleted), or0✟✟x10✟✟x3x4 · · · → 00x4 . . .
(if x3 is also deleted).
Hence, the local ambiguous event happens only if eitherx3 or x4 is the same asx1, which happens with probability

1−
(

|A|−1
|A|

)2

= 2|A|−1
|A|2 .

– CaseΓ1(ῑ): The actual edit̂E is a single insertion̄ι, and until the gapg there is no other edit:

0↓0x10x3x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 00x10x3x4x5 . . . xg . . . . (23)

In this case, the smallestg is 1, we denoteg = 2t− 1 or 2t, wheret = 1, 2, . . . . The ambiguous edit is a deletion
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of x1 and should also result in the samêY through some typical edits:

0✟✟x10x3x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 00x3x4x5 . . . xg . . .
some typical edits
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 00x10x3x4x5 . . . xg . . . . (24)

The symbolx1 can equal any symbol from the alphabet but0, w.l.o.g. assumex1 = 1. From the above, there should
be some typical edits such that after applying these edits tothe sequencex3x4x5 . . . xg . . . , the first g symbols of
the resulting sequence should be10x3x4x5 . . . xg – a shift rightwards of two positions. In the following, we show
that averaging overPr(X̄), the probability that one can find some typical edits that shift a sequence rightwards by
two positions and match up to lengthg decays withg. (TheseX̄’s are the ones that have splits in the treeA

X̄,Ŷ

along the paths with thêE we are considering now.)
We first argue that the shift rightwards of two positions can’t be accomplished before reaching the gapg. Firstly,
typical edits only shift the sequence by one position at a time, because in typicalized edit pattern no contiguous edits
can happen. Before the sequence is shifted rightwards by twopositions, it must have been shifted rightwards by one
position by an insertion. After the insertion makes the shift by one position, all the symbols after the insertion are the
same and no other edits can happen (the symbols form a run). For examplex↓0

3 x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 10x3x4x5 . . . xg,
the insertion of0 shifts the sequence rightwards by one position. Becausex3 cannot be deleted,x3 has to equal
1. Hence we have1↓0x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 101x4x5 . . . xg. Also, x4 also has to equal1, because for typicalized edit
patterns,x4 can not be deleted nor can an insertion happen in front ofx4. By continuing the deduction, the symbols
{x4, x5, . . . xg} should all equalx3 = 1 and there can be no other edits among them because they form a run.
We prove an upper bound onPrg by induction. Recall that eitherx3 or x4 has to equalx1 = 1. Hence forg = 1,

Pr1 = 1−
(

|A|−1
|A|

)2

= 2|A|−1
|A|2 . Assume for odd numberg = 2t−1 wheret = 1, 2, . . . , the sequencex3x4x5 . . . xg . . .

can be converted to the shift of it rightwards by two positions up to the gapg – 10x3x4x5 . . . xg. We look for what
condition should hold for the shifted sequence to be able to match up to the gapg+2 = 2t+1. Because we argued in
the last paragraph that the position (index) of the sequencewon’t shift rightwards by two before the gap, the segment
of sequence that convert to10x3x4x5 . . . xg ends at index at leastg + 1. If the index isg + 1 – x3x4x5 . . . xg+1

converts to10x3x4x5 . . . xg, from the last paragraph, to match two more symbols we havexg+3 = xg+2 = xg+1 with
probability 1

|A|2 . If the index is greater thang+1, for exampleg+2 – x3x4x5 . . . xg+2 converts to10x3x4x5 . . . xg,
then amongxg+3xg+4, at least one of them should be the same symbol asxg+1 or xg+2. By conditioning on whether

xg+1 and xg+2 equal, the probability is 1
|A| ·

(

1−
(

|A|−1
|A|

)2
)

+ |A|−1
|A| ·

(

1−
(

|A|−2
|A|

)2
)

= 4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3 < 1.

Hence we havePr2t+1 ≤
4|A|2−6|A|+3

|A|3 · Pr2t−1. For even numbersg = 2t wheret = 1, 2, . . . , we can bound the

probabilityPrg = Pr2t by Pr2t−1. Hence, we havePrg ≤
2|A|−1
|A|2 ·

(

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3

)t−1

for g = 2t− 1 or 2t where
t = 1, 2, . . . .

– CaseΓ1(∆̄): The actual edit̂E is the deletion∆̄ of x1, and until the gapg there is no other edit:

0✟✟x10x3x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 00x3x4x5 . . . xg . . . . (25)

In this case,x3 can be deleted and the smallestg is 2. We denoteg = 2t or 2t+1, wheret = 1, 2, . . . . The ambiguous
edit is a single insertion of0 in the run of0’s and should also result in the samêY through some typical edits:

0↓0x10x3x4x5 . . . xg · · · → 00x10x3x4x5 . . . xg . . .
some typical edits
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 00x3x4x5 . . . xg . . . . (26)

W.l.o.g., assumex1 = 1. From the above, there should be some typical edits such thatafter applying these edits to
the sequence10x3x4x5 . . . xg . . . , the firstg− 2 symbols of the resulting sequence should bex3x4x5 . . . xg – a shift
leftwards of two positions.
With similar arguments as CaseΓ1(ῑ), the position/index of the sequence won’t shift leftwards by two positions to
match the index of̂Y before the actual edit pattern has the next edit (before the gap). For the initial condition,Pr2 = 1

andPr3 = 1
|A| . By induction, for even numbersg = 2t wheret = 1, 2, . . . , Prg+2 = Pr2t+2 ≤

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3 · Pr2t.

For odd numbersg = 2t + 1 wheret = 1, 2, . . . , we can bound the probabilityPrg = Pr2t+1 by Pr2t. Hence we

havePrg ≤
(

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3

)t−1

for g = 2t or 2t+ 1 wheret = 1, 2, . . . .

• Ambiguous local alignmentΓ2 (lX̄ = l
Ŷ
+ 1): W.l.o.g., assume the symbol in the run is0 and the subsequence ofX̄

starting from the run is00x1x2x3 . . . . The correspondinĝY-run to be aligned is0. There are two possibilities: 1) Case
Γ2(∆̄) – this corresponds to an edit pattern resulting in0✁0x1 · · · → 0x1 . . . with an deletion of0 in the run. 2) Case
Γ2(ῑ) – the other possibility corresponds to the edit pattern withan insertion of an symbol other than0 in front of the
last 0 in the run, breaking thēX-run into two runs of0 with length-lX̄ − 1 and length-1 – 0↓ῑ0x1 · · · → 0ῑ0x1 . . . .
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– CaseΓ2(∆̄): The actual edit̂E is a single deletion̄∆, and until the gapg there is no other edit:

0✁0x1x2x3 . . . xg · · · → 0x1x2x3 . . . xg . . . . (27)

In this case, the smallestg is 1. Denoteg = 2t− 1 or 2t, wheret = 1, 2, . . . . The ambiguous edit is an insertion of
x1 in front of the last0 and should also results in the sameŶ through some typical edits:

0↓x10x1x2x3 . . . xg · · · → 0x10x1x2x3 . . . xg . . .
some typical edits
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0x1x2x3 . . . xg . . . . (28)

W.l.o.g., assumex1 = 1. From the above, there should be some typical edits such thatafter applying these edits to
the sequence01x2x3x4 . . . xg . . . , the firstg− 1 symbols of the resulting sequence should bex2x3x4 . . . xg – a shift
leftwards of two positions.
This is similar as CaseΓ1(∆̄) – shift forwards of two positions. (The only difference hereis the length of sequence

needed to match after the shift isg− 1 istead ofg − 2 in this case.) In this case we havePrg ≤
(

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3

)t−1

for g = 2t− 1 or 2t wheret = 1, 2, . . . .
– CaseΓ2(ῑ): The actual edit̂E is an insertion of an symbol other than0 in front of the last0, and until the gapg

there is no other edit:
0↓ῑ0x1x2x3 . . . xg · · · → 0ῑ0x1x2x3 . . . xg . . . . (29)

In this case, the smallestg is 1. Denoteg = 2t− 1 or 2t, wheret = 1, 2, . . . . The ambiguous edit is a single deletion
of 0 and should also results in the sameŶ through some typical edits:

0✁0x1x2x3 . . . xg · · · → 0x1x2x3 . . . xg . . .
some typical edits
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0ῑ0x1x2x3 . . . xg . . . . (30)

The ambiguity only exists if the inserted symbolῑ equalsx1. W.l.o.g., assumēι = x1 = 1. From the above, there
should be some typical edits such that after applying these edits to the sequencex2x3 . . . xg . . . , and the firstg + 1
symbols of the resulting sequence should be01x2x3 . . . xg – a shift rightwards of two positions.
This is similar as CaseΓ1(ῑ) – shift rightwards of two positions. (The only difference here is the length of sequence

needed to match after the shift isg+1 istead ofg in this case.) In this case, we havePrg ≤
4|A|−4
|A|2 ·

(

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3

)t−1

for g = 2t− 1 or 2t wheret = 1, 2, . . . .

From the above case analysis, for all four cases, we havePrg ≤
(

4|A|2−6|A|+3
|A|3

)t−1

for g = 2t−1 or g = 2t wheret = 1, 2, . . . .

HenceH(A
X̄,Ŷ) ≤ max(ǫ, δ)2 · 2n ·

∑∞
g=1 Prg = O(max(ǫ, δ)2)n.

�

Lemma 6 below characterizes the “nature’s secret” of the typicalized edit process as defined in Definition 1.

Lemma 6. limn→∞
1
nH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) ≤ C|A|(δ + ǫ)+O(max(ǫ, δ)2) , whereC|A| =

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

l log l is a

constant that depends only on the alphabet size|A|.

Proof: Knowing the global alignment of(x̄, ŷ), the uncertainty in the typicalized edit pattern only lies in the uncertainty of the
locations of single-deletions and the single-insertions of the same symbol (as in the run) within thex̄-runs. From the definition
of the typicalized edit pattern, an̄x-run undergoes at most one edit. Hence, we define the following notations describing the
edits from thex̄-runs perspective, which will be useful in calculatingH(Ê|X̄, Ȳ, AX̄,Ȳ).

For any PreESS̄x, recall that we denote the number of runs inx̄ by ρx̄, and the run lengths by{l1, l2, . . . , lρx̄
}. In the

following, we derive the probability of insertions and deletions in the typicalized edit process from bothsymbol-perspective
and run-perspective.

For thesymbol-perspective typicalized insertion/deletion probabilities, for anyj = 1, 2, . . . , ρx̄, denotêδj to be the probability
that any specific symbol in thejth x̄-run is deleted,̂δj = δ(1 − ǫ − δ)lj+1 ∈ (δ − (lj + 1)(δ2 + ǫδ), δ). Similarly, denote
ǫ̂j to be the probability that there is an insertion between two specific symbols in the extended run of thejth x̄-run, ǫ̂j =
ǫ(1− ǫ− δ)lj+2 ∈ (ǫ− (lj+2)(ǫ2+ ǫδ), ǫ). Actually, we only need̂δj ≤ δ and ǫ̂j ≤ ǫ for upper bounding the “nature’s secret”.
The specific distribution of the typicalized edit process isof interest for our future research on studying channel capacity of
InDel channels.

Note that in the typicalized edit process, anx̄-run either undergoes a single-deletion or a single-insertion. Hence, we
derive the insertion/deletion probabilities from the run-perspective. For any global alignmenta ∈ {1, 2, . . . , βx̄,ŷ}, denote
Dρx̄

(a) ∈ {0, 1}
ρx̄ to be the run-perspective single-deletion pattern, where D(a),j = 1 indicates there is one deletion in

the jth x̄-run in global alignmenta. Similarly, denoteIρx̄

same(a) ∈ {0, 1}
ρx̄ to be therun-perspective single-same-symbol-

insertion pattern, where Isame(a),j = 1 indicates there is one insertion of the same symbol (insertion that lengthens
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the run) in thejth x̄-run in global alignmenta. Dropping the subscript(a) in D(a),j and Isame(a),j , that is, Dj and
Isame,j are indicating random variables of single-deletion and single-same-symbol-insertion injth x̄-run averaging over
all global alignments respectively. For a pair(x̄, ŷ), denote the event that processing a typicalized edit pattern ê on
x̄ leads to ŷ, p(ŷ|x̄) =

∑

∀ê s.t.(x̄,ê)→ŷ p(ê). Moreover, all the typicalized edit patternŝe that processinḡx to ŷ –

{∀ê s.t.(x̄, ê) → ŷ} – are classified intoβx̄,ŷ groups {Ê(a)} based on the global alignments, whereÊ(a) denotes the
set of typicalized edit patternŝe that belongs to global alignmenta of (x̄, ŷ). Hence, for all a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , βx̄,ŷ},

p(Ax̄,ŷ = a) =
(

∑

∀ê∈Ê(a) s.t.(x̄,ê)→ŷ
p(ê)

)

/
(

∑

∀ê s.t.(x̄,ê)→ŷ p(ê)
)

=
(

∑

∀ê∈Ê(a) s.t.(x̄,ê)→ŷ
p(ê)

)

/p(ŷ|x̄). Hence,
∑

ŷ p(ŷ|x̄)
∑βx̄,ŷ

a=1 p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)p(D(a),j = 1) =
∑

ŷ

∑βx̄,ŷ

a=1

∑

∀ê∈Ê(a) s.t.(x̄,ê)→ŷ
p(ê)p(D(a),j = 1) =

∑

ê p(ê)p(Dj = 1)

is the probability that there is one deletion in thejth x̄-run averaging over all the typicalized edit patterns, and equals lj δ̂j .
Similarly,

∑

ŷ p(ŷ|x̄)
∑βx̄,ŷ

a=1 p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)p(Isame(a),j = 1) =
∑

ê p(ê)p(Isame,j = 1) is the probability that there is an insertion
of the same symbol in thejth x̄-run averaging over all the typicalized edit patterns, and equals 1

|A| (lj + 1)ǫ̂j .

H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ, A
X̄,Ŷ) =

∑

x̄,ŷ,a

p(x̄, ŷ, a)H(Ê|x̄, ŷ, a) (31)

=
∑

x̄,ŷ,a

p(x̄, ŷ)p(a|x̄, ŷ)H(Ê|x̄, ŷ, a) (32)

=
∑

x̄,ŷ

p(x̄, ŷ)

βx̄,ŷ
∑

a=1

p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)H(Ê|x̄, ŷ, a) (33)

(a)
=

∑

x̄,ŷ

p(x̄, ŷ)

βx̄,ŷ
∑

a=1

p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)

ρx̄
∑

j=1

(

D(a),j log lj + Isame(a),j log (lj + 1)
)

(34)

=
∑

x̄

p(x̄)
∑

ŷ

p(ŷ|x̄)

βx̄,ŷ
∑

a=1

p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)

ρx̄
∑

j=1

(

D(a),j log lj + Isame(a),j log (lj + 1)
)

(35)

=
∑

x̄

p(x̄)

ρx̄
∑

j=1

∑

ŷ

p(ŷ|x̄)

βx̄,ŷ
∑

a=1

p(Ax̄,ŷ = a)
(

p(D(a),j = 1) log lj + p(Isame(a),j = 1) log (lj + 1)
)

(36)

(b)
=

∑

x̄

p(x̄)

ρx̄
∑

j=1

(

δ̂jlj log lj +
1

|A|
ǫ̂j(lj + 1) log (lj + 1)

)

(37)

(c)

≤
∑

x̄

p(x̄)

ρx̄
∑

j=1

(

δlj log lj +
1

|A|
ǫ(lj + 1) log (lj + 1)

)

(38)

(d)
= δn

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

l log l +
1

|A|
ǫn

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

(l + 1) log (l + 1) (39)

(e)
= (δ + ǫ)n

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

l log l (40)

where step(a) is because when the global alignment of(x̄, ŷ) is known, the uncertainty only lies in the edit-positions inthose
x̄-runs undergoing single-deletion and single-same-symbol-insertion. Step(b) comes from the analysis in the last paragraph.
Step(c) is becausêδj ∈ (δ− (l(j)+1)(δ2+ ǫδ), δ) andǫ̂j ∈ (ǫ− (l(j)+2)(ǫ2+ ǫδ), ǫ). (In fact, it is straightforward that̂δj ≤ δ
and ǫ̂j ≤ ǫ, because the typicalized edit pattern is obtained from the original edit pattern through eliminating some edits.) Step

(d) is because
∑

x̄ p(x̄)
∑ρx̄

j=1 lj log lj =
∑∞

l=1
np(l)
E[L] l log l, wherep(l) =

(

1
|A|

)l−1 (

1− 1
|A|

)

is the run length distribution

of X̄ andE[L] = 1/
(

1− 1
|A|

)

is the expectation. Similarly for
∑

x̄ p(x̄)
∑ρx̄

j=1(lj + 1) log (lj + 1). Step (e) comes from
changing the indexl + 1 to l and some calculation.

Finally, limn→∞
1
nH(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) ≤ limn→∞

1
nH(Ê, AX̄,Ȳ|X̄, Ŷ) = limn→∞

1
n

[

H(AX̄,Ȳ|X̄, Ȳ) +H(Ê|X̄, Ȳ, AX̄,Ȳ)
]

=

limn→∞
1
n

[

H(AX̄,Ȳ) +H(Ê|X̄, Ȳ, AX̄,Ȳ)
]

≤ (δ + ǫ)

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

l log l +O(max(ǫ, δ)2).

�

In the following Lemma 7, we show that the nature’s secret forthe original edit process is “close” to the nature’s secret of
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the typicalized edit process. We first reprise a useful fact from [21].

Fact 2. [21][Fact V.25] SupposeU , Û , andV are random variables with the property thatU is a deterministic function of
Û andV , and alsoÛ is a deterministic function ofU andV . (Denote this property byU

V
←→ Û .) Then

|H(U)−H(Û)| ≤ H(V ). (41)

Lemma 7. limn→∞
1
n |H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)−H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)| ≤ 56max (ǫ, δ)

2−τ
+O(max (ǫ, δ)

2
) for any τ > 0.

Proof: We use Fact 2 to bound|H(Ē, X̄, Ȳ) − H(Ê, X̄, Ŷ)| by H(ÊC). To do so, we map(Ē, X̄, Ȳ) as U , (Ê, X̄, Ŷ)
as Û , and ÊC as V in Fact 2, and further, show below that the conditions required in Fact 2 are satisfied. Similarly, by
mapping(X̄, Ȳ) as U , (X̄, Ŷ) as Û , and (ÊC , A

X̄,Ŷ) as V in Fact 2, and showing below that the conditions required in

Fact 2 are also satisfied, we can bound|H(X̄, Ŷ) − H(X̄, Ȳ)| by H(ÊC , A
X̄,Ŷ). Hence,|H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) − H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)| =

|(H(Ē, X̄, Ȳ)−H(Ê, X̄, Ŷ)) + (H(X̄, Ŷ)−H(X̄, Ȳ))| ≤ H(ÊC) +H(ÊC , A
X̄,Ŷ) ≤ 2H(ÊC) +H(A

X̄,Ŷ).
The detailed reasoning for the two pairs of the relations by the above mapping in Fact 2 is as follows.

• (Ē, X̄, Ȳ)
ÊC

←−→ (Ê, X̄, Ŷ)

– “→”: The typicalized edit pattern̂E as given in Definition 1 is a deterministic function ofĒ andX̄. Then givenÊ
andX̄, one can compute the typicalized PosESSŶ as noted in Definition 2.

– “←”: To show that(Ê, X̄, Ŷ) is a deterministic function of(Ē, X̄, Ȳ) and ÊC , we proceed as follows. We firstly
align the ‘−’s and ‘∆̄’s in ÊC with the ‘η̄’s and the ‘̄∆’s in Ê. We then obtain̄E from Ê by changing the ‘̄η’s to ‘∆̄’s
where the corresponding symbol is̄∆s in ÊC , and inserting insertion edits ‘ῑ’s of the corresponding content back
where there are ‘̄ι’s in ÊC . The corresponding example is shown in Fig. 11. The intuition is that the original edit
patternĒ is a “union” of the typicalized editŝE and the eliminated edits stored in the complement of the typicalized
edit patternÊC . After determiningĒ, Ȳ can be determined from(X̄, Ē).

• (X̄, Ȳ)
(ÊC ,A

X̄,Ŷ)
←−−−−−−→ (X̄, Ŷ)

– “←”: With A
X̄,Ŷ, the Ŷ-runs can be aligned to parent run/runs inX̄ without any ambiguity. Indeed, this is the

content of Lemma 6. Also, the atypical editŝEC can be aligned tōX. Then given the typicalized PosESŜY and
the atypical editŝEC , one can reconstruct̄Y as follows. If the corresponding sections in̂EC for a X̄-run-Ŷ-run
match is “empty” (comprises only of ‘−’), then we reconstruct the run/runs of̄Y as the same as the run/runs inŶ.
For the sections where the atypical editsÊC are nonempty (has some eliminated insertions ‘ῑ’/deletions ‘∆̄’), the
correspondinḡX undergoes some atypical edits in̄E, which are all eliminated in̂E. Hence the correspondinĝY-run
is exactly the same as thēX-run. To reconstruct these atypical runs inȲ, we only need to apply the eliminated edits
specified inÊC back to the correspondinḡX-runs. The corresponding example is shown in Fig. 12.

– “→”: Although (X̄, Ȳ) are in general hard to align, with the aid ofÊC , the0-subsequences of̂EC correspond to no
edit-elimination parts inX̄. Hence the corresponding parts in̄Y remain the same in̂Y. The nonzero entries in̂EC

specify the specific edit pattern in thēX-runs where there are edit-eliminations. ThoseX̄-runs undergo no edits in
Ŷ. The alignmentA

X̄,Ŷ helps with alignment̂EC to theX̄-runs. The corresponding example is shown in Fig. 13.

Ê
C

− − − − ∆̄ ῑ
4

∆̄ − − − − − − −

Ê η̄ η̄ ῑ1 η̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ ∆̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ ῑ3 η̄

Ē η̄ η̄ ῑ1 η̄ η̄ ∆̄ ῑ4 ∆̄ η̄ ∆̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ η̄ ῑ3 η̄

eliminated insertions are restored by inserting ῑ back

eliminated deletions are restored by replacing η̄ with ∆̄

Fig. 11: Example of̄E
Ê

C

←−− Ê

In ÊC , there is an elimination of a deletion with probabilityζ∆̄j = δ− δ(1− ǫ− δ)l(j)+1 ≤ (l(j) +1)(ǫδ+ δ2), wherel(j) is
the length of the run wherēEj occurs. Averaging over̄X, denote the run length random variable byL, the probability that a
deletion inĒ is eliminated isζ∆̄ = EL[ζ

∆̄
j ] ≤ (E[L] + 1)(ǫδ + δ2). Note thatE[L] = |A|

|A|−1 ≤ 2, where equality holds when

|A| = 2. Henceζ∆̄ ≤ 3(ǫδ + δ2) ≤ 6max (ǫ, δ)
2

Similarly, there is an elimination of an insertion in̂EC with probability ζ ῑj = ǫ − ǫ(1 − ǫ − δ)l(j)+2 ≤ (l(j) + 2)(ǫδ + ǫ2),
where l(j) is the length of the run wherēEj occurs. Averaging over̄X, denote the run length random variable byL, the
probability that an insertion in̄E is eliminated isζ ῑ = EL[ζ

ῑ
j ] ≤ (E[L] + 2)(ǫδ + ǫ2). Henceζ ῑ ≤ 4(ǫδ + ǫ2) ≤ 8max (ǫ, δ)

2
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X̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

Ŷ 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3

Ê
C

− − − − ∆̄ ῑ
4

∆̄ − − − − − − −

Ȳ 0 0 1 0 1 4 1 2 3 2 3 3 3

with A
X̄,Ŷ

, the alignment of X̄, Ŷ is known

in the run-matches where Ê
C are all −’s, Ȳ is the same as Ŷ

otherwise, apply the eliminated edits specified in Ê
C back to get Ȳ

Fig. 12: Example ofȲ
(ÊC ,A

X̄,Ŷ
)

←−−−−−−− Ŷ

X̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

Ê
C − − − − ∆̄ ῑ

4
∆̄ − − − − − − −

Ȳ 0 0 1 0 1 4 1 2 3 2 3 3 3

X̄ 6 0 0 0 1 6 1↓4 6 1 1

Ê
C − − − − ∆̄ ῑ

4
∆̄ −

Ȳ 0 0 1 4 1

X̄ 0 0↓1 0 1 6 1↓4 6 1 1 6 2 2 3 2 3↓3 3

Ê
C − − − − ∆̄ ῑ

4
∆̄ − − − − − − −

Ȳ 0 01 0 1 4 1 2 3 2 33 3

X̄ 2↓3 2 3 6 2 3 3

Ê
C −− − − − − −

Ȳ 23 2 3 3 3

Ŷ 0 01 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 33 3

Wrong Ȳ, not a possible alignment

possible to get Ȳ

A
X̄,Ŷ

tells which
possible to get Ȳ

alignment it is

Fig. 13: Example ofȲ
(ÊC ,A

X̄,Ŷ
)

−−−−−−−→ Ŷ

Recall Definition 3 that̂EC = (Ō
n+KI−K̂I , C̄

KI−K̂I ). By similar calculation as Equation 4 in Lemma 4,

H(Ō1) = H(ζ∆̄, ζ ῑ, 1− ζ∆̄ − ζ ῑ)

= H(ζ∆̄) +H(ζ ῑ)− (log e)ζ∆̄ζ ῑ +O(max(ζ∆̄, ζ ῑ)3)

= −ζ∆̄ log (ζ∆̄)− (1 − ζ∆̄) log (1− ζ∆̄) +H(ζ ῑ) +O(max (ǫ, δ)
4
)

= −ζ∆̄ log (ζ∆̄)− (1 − ζ∆̄)(log e)(−ζ∆̄ +O((ζ∆̄)2)) +H(ζ ῑ) +O(max (ǫ, δ)
4
)

= −ζ∆̄ log (ζ∆̄) + (log e)ζ∆̄ − ζ ῑ log (ζ ῑ) + (log e)ζ ῑ +O(max (ǫ, δ)4)

≤ 12max (ǫ, δ)2−τ + 16max (ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max (ǫ, δ)2)

= 28max (ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max (ǫ, δ)2).

Hence,

H(ÊC) = H(Ō
n+KI−K̂I , C̄

KI−K̂I )

= H(Ō
n+KI−K̂I ) +H(C̄

KI−K̂I |Ō
n+KI−K̂I )

(a)
= (n+ E[KI ]− E[K̂I ])H(Ō1) +H(C̄

KI−K̂I |(KI − K̂I))

= (n+ E[KI ]− E[K̂I ])H(Ō1) +
(

E[KI ]− E[K̂I ]
)

log |A|

≤
n+ ǫ

1− ǫ
H(Ō1) +

n+ ǫ

1− ǫ
ζ ῑ log |A|
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≤
n+ ǫ

1− ǫ

(

28max (ǫ, δ)
2−τ

+O(max (ǫ, δ)
2
) + 8max (ǫ, δ)

2
log |A|

)

=
n+ ǫ

1− ǫ

(

28max (ǫ, δ)
2−τ

+O(max (ǫ, δ)
2
)
)

where step (a) is by Theorem 1.

Hence,limn→∞
1
n |H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)−H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)| ≤ limn→∞

1
n

(

2H(ÊC) +H(A
X̄,Ŷ)

)

≤ 56max (ǫ, δ)
2−τ

+O(max (ǫ, δ)
2
)

for any τ > 0. (Recall in the proof of Lemma 6 we’ve shown thatH(A
X̄,Ŷ) ≤ O(max (ǫ, δ)

2
)n.)

�

Remark: For our purpose of finding a lower bound on the achievable rate, we only need one direction, that is,
limn→∞

1
n (H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ) − H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)) ≥ −56max (ǫ, δ)2−τ + O(max (ǫ, δ)2). Lemma 7 gives a stronger statement and

will be useful for our ongoing research on insertion-deletion channel capacity.
Theorem 8 below is the main theorem characterizing the information-theoretic lower bound of the optimal rate for RPES-

LtRRID process.

Theorem 8. The optimal average transmission rate for RPES-LtRRID processR̄∗
ǫ,δ = limn→∞

1
nH(Y |X) ≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) +

ǫ log |A| − (δ + ǫ)C|A| − 56max (ǫ, δ)
2−τ

+ O(max (ǫ, δ)
2
) for any τ > 0, whereC|A| =

∞
∑

l=1

(

1

|A|

)l−1 (

1−
1

|A|

)2

l log l

is a constant that depends on the alphabet size|A|.

Proof: Combine Lemma 3, 4, 6, and 7, we have

lim
n→∞

1

n
H(Ȳ|X̄) = lim

n→∞
1

n
[H(Ē|X̄) +H(Ȳ|Ē, X̄)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)] (42)

= lim
n→∞

1

n
[H(Ē)−H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)] (43)

= lim
n→∞

1

n
H(Ē)− lim

n→∞
1

n
H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ) + lim

n→∞
1

n
(H(Ē|X̄, Ȳ)−H(Ê|X̄, Ŷ)) (44)

≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ 2min(ǫ, δ)2−τ − (δ + ǫ)C|A| − 56max (ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max (ǫ, δ)2) (45)

≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| − (δ + ǫ)C|A| − 56max (ǫ, δ)2−τ +O(max (ǫ, δ)2) (46)

�

Remark: Whenǫ = 0 and|A| = 2, our result matches with result in Corollary IV.5. for the binary deletion channel in [16].

B. APES-AID Process

Given an arbitrary pre-edit source sequenceX ∈ An, recall that theX-post-edit setYǫ,δ(X) denotes the set of all sequences
overA that may be obtained fromX via an arbitrary(ǫ, δ)-InDel process. For zero-error decodability, The encoder needs to
sendlog |Yǫ,δ(X)| bits to decoder. The larger theX-post-edit set, the larger the corresponding lower bound onthe optimal
achievable rate. Hence to find a “good” lower bound on the optimal achievable rate, one needs to find a pre-edit sequenceX

with a largeX-post-edit set.
In two special cases of the edit process, the arbitraryǫ-insertion process and the arbitraryδ-deletion process, the sizes of the

post-edit sets have been well studied in literature. We herepresent the results in [19], [20] using our notation. For thearbitrary
ǫ-insertion process, the size of the post-edit set|Yǫ,0(X)| =

∑ǫn
j=0

(

n+ǫn
j

)

(|A| − 1)j ≥
(

n+ǫn
ǫn

)

(|A| − 1)ǫn is independent of

the PreESSX. For the arbitraryδ-deletion process, the size of the largest post-edit set|Y0,δ(X)| ≥
∑δn

j=0

(

n−δn
j

)

≥
(

n−δn
δn

)

depends on the PreESSX. In the following, we give examples of the PreESSs and intuitions of the lower bounds for the two
special cases.

For an arbitraryǫ-insertion process, consider a PreESS that we denoteXα, which is a single length-n run of the same
symbolα ∈ A. Consider insertions of the form that of then+ ǫn locations in the PosESSY, exactlyǫn locations correspond
to insertions of symbols other thanα. For such a PreESSXα and such insertion patterns, all the possible resulting PosESS
Y are all distinct. The number of such insertion patterns is

(

n+ǫn
ǫn

)

(|A| − 1)ǫn. Hence, a lower bound on the number of
PosESS|Yǫ,0(Xα)| is

(

n+ǫn
ǫn

)

(|A| − 1)ǫn. The corresponding lower bound on the optimal achievable rate – 1
n log |Yǫ,0(Xα)|,

is asymptotically(1 + ǫ)H( ǫ
1+ǫ) + ǫ log (|A| − 1) by Stirling’s approximation [24].

For an arbitraryδ-deletion processes, consider a PreESS that we denotedXdiff , where each symbol is different from the
preceding one, i.e.,Xdiff consists ofn length-1 runs. Consider the set of deletion patterns which delet an arbitrary subset ofδn
non-pairwise-contiguous symbols fromXdiff . Note that each such deletion pattern results in a distinct PosESSY. The number
of these deletion patterns is

(

n−δn
δn

)

. The corresponding lower bound on the optimal achievable rate – 1
n log |Y0,δ(Xdiff )|, is

asymptotically(1− δ)H( δ
1−δ ) by Stirling’s approximation [24].
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To our best knowledge, there is no literature on the bounds for the scenario with both insertions and deletions. In the
Theorem 9 below, we derive a lower bound on the achievable rate, by constructing a PreESSXLB and a subset of InDel
patterns, such that any of the InDel patterns in the subset, applied toXLB, results in a distinct PosESSY.

Theorem 9. The optimal transmission rate of APES-AID processR∗
ǫ,δ ≥ H(δ)+H(ǫ)+ǫ log |A|− 2

|A| ǫ−(2 log e)max(ǫ, δ)2+

O(max(ǫ, δ)3) + ǫ · O(( 1
|A| )

2).

Proof: Consider a PreESSXLB constructed by alternating two symbols, for example0101 . . .01. This PreESS has largest
possible number of runs (n), and is composed of least symbol from the alphabet (2).

We describe a subset of arbitrary(ǫ, δ)-InDel patterns that result in a “large”XLB-post-edit set. In this subset of InDel
patterns, we require that all theδn deletions precede all theǫn insertions. Next, we require that the deletions, and then the
insertions, occur in a “left-to-right manner” (so that a cursor, so to speak, first deletes all the locations to be deletedsequentially
from left to right, and then starts from the beginning of the shortened sequence again to insert symbols in an analogous left-
to-right manner). Further, the deletions may delete anyδn non-pairwise-contiguous symbols (if a symbol is deleted, neither
its two neighbor symbols will be deleted). Also each insertion may only insert symbols from{2, . . . , |A| − 1}.

It can be verified that each edit pattern results in a distinctPosESSY, by noting that givenXLB andY, one can reconstruct
the edit pattern. To do so, one first check for the “extra” symbols (those in the range{2, . . . , |A|− 1}) to identify the insertion
pattern uniquely. Then one takes out those “extra” symbols,aligns the remaining sequence toXLB and checks for the “missing”
symbols ({0, 1}) to identify the deletion pattern uniquely (because no pairs of neighbor symbols got deleted). The overall InDel
pattern is then the left-to-right composition of the deletion pattern and insertion pattern.

The number of such InDel patterns as described above is
(

n−δn
δn

)(

n−δn+ǫn
ǫn

)

(|A| − 2)ǫn, hence is a lower bound on the
number of PosESS|Yǫ,δ(XLB)|. The corresponding lower bound on the optimal achievable rate R∗

ǫ,δ – 1
n log |Yǫ,δ(XLB)|, is

asymptotically(1− δ)H
(

δ
1−δ

)

+(1− δ+ ǫ)H
(

ǫ
1−δ+ǫ

)

+ ǫ log (|A| − 2) by Stirling’s approximation [24]. By expanding the
binary entropy function and taking Taylor expansion,

(1− δ)H

(

δ

1− δ

)

+ (1− δ + ǫ)H

(

ǫ

1− δ + ǫ

)

+ ǫ log (|A| − 2) (47)

= (1− δ)

(

−
δ

1− δ
log

δ

1− δ
−

1− 2δ

1− δ
log

1− 2δ

1− δ

)

+ (1 − δ + ǫ)

(

−
ǫ

1− δ + ǫ
log

ǫ

1− δ + ǫ
−

1− δ

1− δ + ǫ
log

1− δ

1− δ + ǫ

)

(48)

+ ǫ log |A|+ ǫ log (1−
2

|A|
) (49)

= −δ log
δ

1− δ
− (1− 2δ) log

1− 2δ

1− δ
− ǫ log

ǫ

1− δ + ǫ
− (1− δ) log

1− δ

1− δ + ǫ
+ ǫ log |A|+ ǫ log (1−

2

|A|
) (50)

= −δ log δ − (1− 2δ) log (1− 2δ) + (1 − δ) log (1− δ)− ǫ log ǫ− (1− δ) log (1− δ) + (1− δ + ǫ) log (1− δ + ǫ) (51)

+ ǫ log |A|+ ǫ log (1−
2

|A|
) (52)

= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| − (1− 2δ) log (1− 2δ) + (1− δ) log (1− δ) + (1− ǫ) log (1− ǫ) (53)

+ (1 − δ + ǫ) log (1− δ + ǫ) + ǫ log (1−
2

|A|
) (54)

= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| − (1− 2δ)(log e)(−2δ −
(2δ)2

2
−O(δ3)) + (1− δ)(log e)(−δ −

δ2

2
−O(δ3))+ (55)

(1− ǫ)(log e)(−ǫ−
ǫ2

2
−O(ǫ3)) + (1− δ + ǫ)(log e)[−(δ − ǫ)−

(δ − ǫ)2

2
−O((δ − ǫ)3)] + ǫ(log e)[−

2

|A|
− (

2

|A|
)2/2−O((

2

|A|
)3)]

(56)

= H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ (log e)(ǫ2 − δ2 − ǫδ − ǫ
2

|A|
) +O(max(ǫ, δ)3) + ǫ · O((

2

|A|
)2) (57)

≥ H(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| −
2

|A|
ǫ− (2 log e)max(ǫ, δ)2 +O(max(ǫ, δ)3) + ǫ · O((

1

|A|
)2) (58)

IV. A LGORITHM AND PERFORMANCE

We propose a unified coding scheme for both APES-AID and RPES-LtRRID processes. The coding scheme is a combination
of dynamic programming (DP) and entropy coding. Note that using DP to find the edit distance between two sequences is
well-known in the literature – the contribution here is to demonstrate that for “large” alphabet and “small” amount of edits, this
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algorithmic procedure results in an expected description length that matches information-theoretic lower bounds up to lower
order terms. Coding schemes achieving alphabet-size ratesthat match the lower bounds in Theorem 9 and Theorem 8 is an
ongoing direnction.

A. Algorithm

For this section of a unified algorithm for both APES-AID and PRES-LtRRID processes, we unify the notation by notation
without bars.

The encoderΦn takes in the following inputs: the PreESSX and the PosESSY, and outputs a transmissionT as follows:
Step 1 DP-enc:The first subroutine of the encoder runs adynamic programon the input(X,Y) to output an edit patterñE
with ǫ̃n insertions and̃δn deletions. This edit patterñE satisfies the condition that(ǫ̃ + δ̃)n is the minimum number of edits
needed to convertX to Y. “Standard” edit-distance algorithms typically run in time that is quadratic inn, the lengths of the
strings being compared. We reference here Ukkonens work [25] since it gives an algorithm that isO(nk), wherek refers to
the edit distance– the minimum number of edits needed to process onX to getY, and is hence faster.
Step 2 Repre-enc:Represent the edit patterñE as a pair of sequences(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n), where the edit operation pattern
Õn+ǫ̃n ∈ {ῑ, ∆̄, η̄}n+ǫ̃n specifies the edit operations of the output edit pattern by DPand the insertion content patterñC ǫ̃n ∈ Aǫ̃n

specifies the content of insertions of the output edit pattern by DP.
Step 3 Entro-enc:The encoder uses Lempel-Ziv entropy code to compressÕn+ǫ̃n and C̃ ǫ̃n.

The output of the encoder is a composition of the above three steps,Enc(X,Y) = Entro(Repre(DP (X,Y))).
The decoder decodes̃On+ǫ̃n andC̃ ǫ̃n by an entropy decoder corresponding to the entropy encoder in Step 3, and reconstructs

Y from (X, Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n).

B. Performance

It is well known in literature thatdynamic programmingfinds theedit distancebetween two sequences – the minimaltotal
numberof edits (insertions, deletions and substitutions) neededto convert one sequence to the other. Whereas in our model with
only insertions and deletions, it is straightforward to further deduce that the number of insertions and the number of deletions
output byDP are both minimized, for the following reason. For all the edit patterns that convertsX to Y, the number of
insertions (KI) and the number of deletions (KD) subject to the constraintKD −KI = |X| − |Y|, where the lengths of two
source sequences|X| and |Y| are fixed given the two sequences. Hence, minimizingKD +KI over all the edit patterns that
convertsX to Y minimizes bothKD andKI . For the proof of Theorem 10 and 11, we only need a looser statement which
is stated in the following Fact 3.

Fact 3. The number of insertions (respectively the number of deletions) of the edit pattern output by dynamic programming
ǫ̃n (respectivelỹδn) is always no larger than the number of insertions of the actual edit pattern (respectively the number of
deletions of the actual edit pattern). Hence, for the arbitrary (ǫ, δ)-Indel process,

ǫ̃ ≤ ǫ, δ̃ ≤ δ. (59)

In the limit as the block lengthn goes to infinity, the compression rate of the above algorithmis limn→∞
1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n).

In the following we characterize upper bounds on the compression rate of the algorithm for both RPES-LtRRID process and
APES-AID process.

1) Performance for RPES-LtRRID Process:In the RPES-LtRRID process, the number of deletions and insertions may
exceed the expectationδ1−ǫn and ǫ

1−ǫ (n + 1) respectively, in which case may lead to more bits transmitted. Moreover, the
number of insertions can be unbounded. In Theorem 10 blow, weshow that these events contribute a negligible amount to the
achievable rate as the block lengthn tends to infinity, by using Chernoff bound to show that the probability the number of
insertions/deletions is “much more” than expectation is exponentially small in block lengthn, while the amount contribute to
the rate is polynomial in block lengthn.

Theorem 10. The algorithm achieves a rate of at mostH(δ) + H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A| + (log |A| + log e − 2)max (ǫ, δ)
2−τ

+
O(max (ǫ, δ)

3
) for any tau > 0 for the RPES-LtRRID process.

Sketch proof: The number of deletionsKD is sum ofn i.i.d. Bernoulli( δ
1−ǫ ). Hence by Chernoff bound,Pr(KD ≥ (1 +

n−1/4) δ
1−ǫn) ≤ e−

δ
3(1−ǫ)

√
n. Similarly, the number of insertionsKI is the sum ofn + 1 i.i.d. Geo0(1 − ǫ). Hence by

Chernoff bound,Pr(KI ≥ (1 + n−1/4) ǫ
1−ǫ (n + 1)) ≤ e

− ǫ
3(1−ǫ)

(
√
n+ 1√

n
). Hence, with probability at least1 − e−

δ
3(1−ǫ)

√
n −

e
− ǫ

3(1−ǫ)
(
√
n+ 1√

n
), by Fact 3,δ̃ ≤ δ

1−ǫ (1 + n−1/4) and ǫ̃ ≤ ǫ
1−ǫ (1 + n−1/4)(1 + n−1). By Appendix C, the information

rate contributes tolimn→∞
1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n) is at mostH( δ

1−ǫ ) + H( ǫ
1−ǫ ) +

ǫ
1−ǫ logA + (log e)( ǫ

1−ǫ )
2 + O

(

( ǫ
1−ǫ)

4
)

=

H( δ
1−ǫ ) +H( ǫ

1−ǫ ) +
ǫ

1−ǫ logA+ (log e)ǫ2 +O(ǫ3).
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With probability at moste−
δ

3(1−ǫ)

√
n+e

− ǫ
3(1−ǫ)

(
√
n+ 1√

n
), KD ∈ [(1+n−1/4) δ

1−ǫn, n] andKI ∈ [(1+n−1/4) ǫ
1−ǫ (n+1)), n].

The number of bits needed to specify the edit pattern is linear in n (bounded from the above by2n + n logA). However,
the probability is exponentially small inn. Hence, as the block lengthn goes to infinity, the information contributed to
limn→∞

1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n) goes to zero.

The number of deletionsKD won’t exceedn, whereas the number of insertionsKI can be unbounded. WhenKI is larger
than but still linear inn (KI = Θ(n)), the number of bits needed to specify the edit pattern is linear in n, whereas the
probability of this event is exponentially small inn. Similarly, whenKI = Ω(n), the number of bits needed to specify the edit
pattern is linear inKI and the probability of is exponentially small inKI . Hence, the amount of information rate contributes
to limn→∞

1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n) when theKI exceedsn goes to zero asn goes to infinity.

From the above analysis, averaging over the randomness of the edit process,limn→∞
1
nH(Õn+KI , C̃KI ) ≤ H( δ

1−ǫ ) +
H( ǫ

1−ǫ ) +
ǫ

1−ǫ logA+ (log e)ǫ2 +O(ǫ3). By Taylor expansion and the calculations below, the rate achieved by the algorithm
is upper bounded byH(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ (log |A|+ log e− 2)max (ǫ, δ)

2−τ
+O(max (ǫ, δ)

3
).

H(
δ

1− ǫ
) = −

δ

1− ǫ
log

δ

1− ǫ
−

1− ǫ− δ

1− ǫ
log

1− ǫ− δ

1− ǫ
(60)

= −
δ

1− ǫ
log δ −

1− ǫ− δ

1− ǫ
log (1− ǫ − δ) + log (1− ǫ) (61)

= −δ(1 + ǫ +O(ǫ2)) log δ − (1− ǫ− δ)(1 + ǫ+O(ǫ2)) log (1− ǫ− δ) + log (1− ǫ) (62)

= [−δ log δ − (1− δ) log (1− δ)]− δ(ǫ +O(ǫ2)) log δ − (1 − δ +O(max(ǫ, δ)2)) log (1 − ǫ− δ)+ (63)

log (1− ǫ) + (1− δ) log (1− δ) (64)

= H(δ)− ǫδ log δ + (1− δ +O(max(ǫ, δ)2))(log e)(ǫ+ δ + (ǫ+ δ)2/2 +O((ǫ + δ)3))− (65)

(log e)(ǫ + ǫ2/2 +O(ǫ3))− (1− δ)(log e)(δ + δ2/2 +O(δ3)) (66)

= H(δ)− ǫδ log δ + (log e) · [ǫ+ δ + ǫ2/2− δ2/2− ǫ− ǫ2/2− δ + δ2/2] +O(max(ǫ, δ)3) (67)

= H(δ)− ǫδ1−τ +O(max(ǫ, δ)3) (68)

H(
ǫ

1− ǫ
) = −

ǫ

1− ǫ
log

ǫ

1− ǫ
−

1− 2ǫ

1− ǫ
log

1− 2ǫ

1− ǫ
(69)

= −
ǫ

1− ǫ
log ǫ−

1− 2ǫ

1− ǫ
log (1− 2ǫ) + log (1− ǫ) (70)

= −ǫ(1 + ǫ +O(ǫ2)) log ǫ− (1− 2ǫ)(1 + ǫ+O(ǫ2)) log (1− 2ǫ) + log (1− ǫ) (71)

= [−ǫ log ǫ− (1 − ǫ) log (1 − ǫ)]− ǫ(ǫ+O(ǫ2)) log ǫ− (1− ǫ+O(ǫ2)) log (1 − 2ǫ) + (2 − ǫ) log (1− ǫ) (72)

= H(ǫ)− ǫ2 log ǫ− (1 − ǫ+O(ǫ2))(log e)(−2ǫ− (2ǫ)2/2 +O(ǫ3)) + (2− ǫ)(log e)(−ǫ− ǫ2/2 +O(ǫ3)) (73)

= H(ǫ)− ǫ2−τ +O(ǫ3) (74)

ǫ

1− ǫ
logA = ǫ(1 + ǫ+O(ǫ2)) logA (75)

= ǫ logA+ (logA)ǫ2 +O(ǫ3) (76)

2) Performance for APES-AID Process:

Theorem 11. The algorithm achieves a rate of at mostH(δ)+H(ǫ)+ ǫ log |A|+(log e)ǫ2+O(ǫ4) for the APES-AID process.

Proof: The asymptotic compression rate of the algorithm in SectionIV-A is limn→∞
1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n, C̃ ǫ̃n) =

limn→∞
1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n)+limn→∞

1
nH(C̃ ǫ̃n) (the contents of insertions are independent with the positions of the edit operations).

The empirical entropy of̃On+ǫ̃n can be calculated (in Appendix C), hencelimn→∞
1
nH(Õn+ǫ̃n) = H(δ̃)+H(ǫ̃)+(log e)ǫ̃2+

O(ǫ̃4). The contents of insertions are uniformly drawn fromA, hencelimn→∞
1
nH(C̃ ǫ̃n) = limn→∞

1
n ǫ̃n log |A| = ǫ̃ log |A|.

So the compression rate of the algorithm for the APES-AID process is at mostH(δ̃) +H(ǫ̃) + ǫ̃ log |A|+ (log e)ǫ̃2 +O(ǫ̃4).
By Fact 3, an upper bound of the compression rate isH(δ) +H(ǫ) + ǫ log |A|+ (log e)ǫ2 +O(ǫ4).
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APPENDIX A
DIFFERENTSTOCHASTIC INDEL PROCESSES

There are potentially many ways to model a stochastic InDel process. In this paper, we study a left-to-right random InDel
process modeled as a three-state Markov chain as shown in Fig. 1. It is a memoryless (i.i.d.) random InDel model. A more
general left-to-right random InDel process with memory is shown in Fig. 2. More details are discussed in Section II-B1. The
model was also studied in [8] as a channel with synchronization errors. The authors imposed a maximum insertion length, and
the insertion/deletion probabilities to equal for the expected-length of the output sequence being the same as the input sequence.
These two requirements are not needed in our paper. The authors in [8] proposed a block code which is a concatenation of a
“watermark” code and a LDPC code for this synchronization error channel, and presented the empirical performance of their
code.

Another model (possibly more realistic for human editing behavior) is to allow and embed the randomness of the “cursor”
jumping back and forth. This InDel process can also be modeled as a three-state Markov chain. Fig. 14 shows a special case
where with “uniform cursor jump”: at each iteration, the cursor jumps to a position which is uniformly distributed in the
current sequence, deletes the symbol in front with probability pD, or inserts a symbol uniformly drawn from the alphabetA
with probabilitypI = 1−PD. We believe our approach will derive similar results for this model, because the probability of the
insertion-deletion interaction is of orderO(ǫδ), which to the lower order term. Such a model typically ends upgenerating “sparse
isolated edits”. A more sophisticated stochastic model, better presenting “realistic” edit scenarios, would have a distribution
on the cursor jump, and also a distribution on the run-lengthof insertions and deletions – this is the subject of ongoing
investigation.

k iterations

Insert Symbol
uniformly from A

Delete Symbol
in front of cursor

Cursor Jump
P̄CJ ∼ U{X̄current}

1
pI

1
pD

X̄ Ȳ

Fig. 14: other stochastic model 1

Since an insertion process can be regarded as the inverse of adeletion process, a random InDel process as in Fig. 15
was studied in [10]. The authors in [10] also considered the edit operation substitution. Here we hide the part corresponding
to the substitution process to just represent the InDel process. In Fig. 15, an auxiliary sequencēZ ∈ An is a length-n
sequence of symbols drawn i.i.d. uniformly at random from the source alphabetA. Sequences̄X and Ȳ are generated
from Z̄ through two i.i.d. deletion processes with deletion probability pI andpD respectively. Hence,̄X is a variable length
(Binomial(n, 1− pI)) sequence of i.i.d. symbols fromA. The authors in [10] proposed and algorithm which is asymptotically
optimal for small insertion and deletion probability. Morespecifically, their algorithm isO(max(pI , pD)2−τ ) far from optimal
limn→∞

1
nH(Ȳ|X̄).10 However, they didn’t derive the explicit expression for theterm limn→∞

1
nH(Ȳ|X̄) for the InDel

process11. Whereas one of our main effort was to characterize the explicit expression of the optimal rate.

Z̄

Deletion(pI) Deletion(pD)

X̄ Ȳ

Fig. 15: other stochastic model 2

There are also many different stochastic insertion/deletion model in the line of works about insertion/deletion channels.
A random InDel model where each source bit/symbol is deletedwith probability pD, or with an extra bit/symbol inserted
after it with probabilitypI , or transmitted/kept (no deletion or insertion after) withprobability 1 − pD − pI was studied in
both [13], [26]. In [26], capacity lower bounds for channelsmodeled as this InDel process are proposed. In [13], an algorithm
for two-way file synchronization under non-binary non-uniform source alphabet was proposed. The Gallager model [27], also
studied in [28], is an InDel channel where each transmitted bit independently gets deleted with probabilitypD or replaced
with two random bits with probabilitypI .

10Opposite from [10] in our paper we usēX for the side-information and̄Y for the sequence to be synchronized.
11For the case with only deletions, the authors do have an information-theoretic lower bound in their earlier work [14]
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OFFACT 1

We adopt the following notation in this proof:
1. Given a sequence, a newly inserted symbol is written with asuperscriptι (αι).
2. Given a string, a deleted symbol is not actually deleted, but instead, is written with a subscript∆ (α∆).

Note that with this notation, the scenario of deleting an inserted symbol is represented asαι
∆; the scenario of inserting a

deleted symbol is represented asα∆α
ι.

Take PreESSX and perform the arbitrary(ǫ, δ)-InDel process , to obtain a string of lengthm ≤ n+ εn of which, at most
δn symbols have∆-subscript, and at mostεnsymbols haveι-superscript.

We can discard symbols which have both∆-subscript andι-superscript (αι), and treat those as if they were never inserted
in the first place. Since the symbols with only∆-subscript are those found in the PreESSX, it is obvious we can perform
all the deletions first (an arbitraryδ-deletion process), and then all the insertion (an arbitrary ǫ

1−δ -insertion process because
the ratio of number of insertions to the length of sequence after the deletions can be at mostǫ1−δ ) to obtain the exact same
sequence.

APPENDIX C
ENTROPY ENCODING RATE OFÕn+ǫ̃n

The entropy encoder Entro-enc encodesÕn+ǫ̃n at the empirical entropy. The empirical distribution of{ῑ, ∆̄, η̄} in Õn+ǫ̃n is

pη̄ =
1− δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
, pῑ =

ǫ̃

1 + ǫ̃
, p∆̄ =

δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
. (77)

The empirical entropy of the symbols{ῑ, ∆̄, η̄} in Õn+ǫ̃n is,

lim
n→∞

1

(1 + ǫ̃)n
H(Õn+ǫ̃n) (78)

= −
1− δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
log

1− δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
−

ǫ̃

1 + ǫ̃
log

ǫ̃

1 + ǫ̃
−

δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
log

δ̃

1 + ǫ̃
(79)

=
1

1 + ǫ̃
· [H(δ̃) +H(ǫ̃) + (1− ǫ̃) log(1− ǫ̃) + (1 + ǫ̃) log(1 + ǫ̃)] (80)

(a)
=

1

1 + ǫ̃
· [H(δ̃) +H(ǫ̃) + (1− ǫ̃)(log e)(−ǫ̃−

ǫ̃2

2
−

ǫ̃3

3
+O(ǫ̃4)) + (1 + ǫ̃)(log e)(ǫ̃−

ǫ̃2

2
+

ǫ̃3

3
+O(ǫ̃4))] (81)

=
1

1 + ǫ̃
· [H(δ̃) +H(ǫ̃) + (log e)ǫ̃2 +O(ǫ̃4)], (82)

where step (a) is by Taylor expansion.
Hence,

lim
n→∞

1

n
H(Õn+ǫ̃n) = H(δ̃) +H(ǫ̃) + (log e)ǫ̃2 +O(ǫ̃4). (83)
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